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Powdered protein 
said not dangerous 
By TOM DULAN 
A powdered protein 
product reportedly being 
solicited on campus is not the 
same type of product as the 
liquid predigested protein 
which has been linked to the 
deaths of ten women. 
According to the Consumer 
Inquiries division of the Food 
and Drug Administration, 
"No deaths have been 
reported with powdered 
protein," and it is a "better 
quality protein," usually 
made from soy or fish, than 
the liquid predigested protein. 
The liquid predigested 
protein is a%"poor quality 
protein made from animal 
nides,  tendons and  bones," 
Evaluation 
handbook 
postponed 
By TOM DULAN 
Publication of the Student 
Government Association's 
proposed teacher-course 
evaluation handbook has been 
postponed until spring 
semester because of lack of 
favorable faculty response, 
according to SGA officials. 
A target date for 
publication had been set for 
Dec. 12, SGA president Mike 
DeWitt said, hut has been 
postponed "primarily because 
of the poor percentage of 
faculty members willing to 
participate." 
Of more than 200 faculty 
members, "less than 50 
responded favorably" to the 
forms sent out requesting 
faculty participation in the 
handbook which will be 
designed to evaluate the ef- 
fectiveness of professors and 
the quality of course material 
based on past students' 
opinions, DeWitt said. 
Most of those who did 
respond taught upper-level 
courses, but the booklet will 
be aimed primarily at basic 
studies courses, he said, 
adding that another effort will 
be made to solicit favorable 
(Continued on Page 13) 
according to an FDA 
spokesman. 
The FDA is "looking into 
the possibility" that, rather 
than the presence of a harmful 
ingredient, the problem with 
the liquid predigested protein 
might be a lack of necessary 
nutrients in the dietary 
product, the spokesman said. 
Most dietary programs 
involving the use of liquid 
predigested protein stress 
that no regular meals are to 
be consumed, only the protein 
product, she added. 
"Naturally Slender," the 
powder protein program 
reportedly being solicited on 
campus, calls for the con- 
sumption of one well-balanced 
meal per day and two daily 
"milk shakes" made from the 
soy protein product. 
One person who claimed to 
have been taken ill by the 
product and said that she was 
given "a hard time" about 
obtaining the advertised 
guaranteed refund, failed to 
read the literature she was 
given concerning the dietary 
program, according to Jim 
Dolan, a product distributor. 
The illness was probably a 
"detoxification"   stage   in 
which "most likely, her blood 
sugar dropped or  she was (Continued on Page 15) 
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College of letters, sciences 
a result of reorganization 
Little change seen in remaining departments 
By THERESA BEALE 
Formation of the new 
School of Fine Arts and 
Communication will have 
little effect on the remaining 
departments in the School of 
Arts and Sciences, according 
to several department heads 
involved in the transition. 
The remaining depart- 
ments will be united under the 
new College of Letters and 
Sciences, which will serve as 
the "primary focal point" of 
James Madison University, 
according to Dr. John 
Sweigart, dean of the School of 
Arts and Sciences. These 
departments are biology, 
chemistry, geology, physics, 
English, foreign languages 
and literatures, history, 
mathematics, philosophy and 
religion, political science and 
geography and sociology, 
anthropology and social work. 
The structural change was 
defined as a "college" instead 
of a "school"' because "all 
students will use it as a base to 
which to add their particular 
area of study," Sweigart said, 
adding that he is pleased the 
College of Letters and 
Sciences will be established 
as "the college" within the 
university. 
Sweigart said he will be 
working to help achieve a 
"successful transition of the 
departments involved." 
"We will have plenty of time 
to plan for its implementation 
next summer. 
'Tin concerned that we 
maintain very close ties 
between the two schools so the 
various aspects of liberal arts 
education, which both schools 
relate to, will continue that 
relationship," he said. 
Sweigart said he would also be 
concerned with a "dilution of 
liberal arts," but that each 
department has "a history of 
liberal arts." 
An additional emphasis will 
be put on "developing further 
interdisciplinary and cross- 
schools programs," Sweigart 
said. "Hopefully we will be 
able to concentrate on such 
developments." 
With the number of faculty 
and total credit-hour 
production staying the same 
in the new college, depart- 
ment heads agreed there 
would be no change within the 
departments themselves 
The chemistry department, 
as well as many others, has 
talked about the new college 
among its members and it 
hasn't seen that 
reorganization will effect us," 
according to Dr. Gary 
Crowther, acting head of the 
department. 
"We have been well ad- 
ministered under the existing 
system and assume we will be 
well taken care of under this 
new alignment," Crowther 
said. 
Members of the Depart- 
ment of Foreign Languages 
(Continued on Page 14) 
Push to publish: peer pressure or administrative ? 
Emphasis on research 
By MARK DAVISON 
Faculty members contacted in an informal 
survey last week agreed there is an increased 
emphasis being placed on faculty publication 
at this school. 
But, according to one administrator, the 
emphasis is "largely self-perpetuated." 
Department heads are largely responsible 
for the change, according to Dr. Thomas 
Stanton, vice president for academic affairs. 
The "push to publish," however, is enforced 
through faculty "peer pressure," he said. 
While administrators are not decidedly 
behind the "push to publish," they are like 
coaches, Stanton said, standing on the sideline 
"applauding a good team effort." 
The increased emphasis on publication is in 
line with the "advancing university" concept 
which this school has adopted, he said. 
"Becoming a university naturally puts 
more emphasis on special programs and the 
graduate school and also on research and 
publication," according to Dr. Harold McGee, 
head of the psychology department. 
Faculty members contacted recognized that 
an increase emphasis on publication can have 
both  advantages and drawbacks. 
• Some of the advantages cited were that an 
"largely self-perpetuated' 
emphasis on publication will keep professors 
"on their toes," and in touch with other per- 
sons in their discipline. Also, one faculty 
member said publication demonstrates 
confidence and encourages critical feedback 
from colleagues. 
"Ideally," it contributes to the expanding 
body of knowledge in that discipline, raises an 
institution's academic standing and attracts 
new faculty to the school, one faculty member 
said. 
However,, drawbacks cited include that an 
increased publication emphasis can lead to a 
"quantity not quality" attitude, which fosters 
duplication or old research. Also, a 
"misallocation of resources" could result from 
a professor being a better classroom teacher 
than researcher. 
Often, research meant for publication 
cannot be used to supplement a teacher's 
course material, and the time spent fpr this 
research detracts from the instructor's ef- 
fectiveness in the classroom. 
However, the goal at JMU is still 
"classroom excellence," Stanton said. 
"Teaching is the number one priority here," 
according to Dr. Gilbert Trelawny, head of the 
(Continued on Page 12) 
Grants made available to faculty 
By MARK DAVISON 
The administration is making more release time and money 
available for faculty to do research, according to the vice 
president for academic affairs. 
Some of the programs currently under way are "professional 
development funds which a professor can sometimes obtain to 
finance activities such as attending another school, according to 
Thomas Stanton of academic affairs. 
Also, approximately ten summer grants are available, which 
give faculty members money for research based on their salary. 
"Mini-grants" for financing endeavors such as having a book 
typed or published are also available, Stanton said, as well as 
monetary reimbursement for expenses incurred by faculty while 
attending professional conventions. 
In addition, he said, two grants for research and development 
leaves of absences will begin in the spring semester. 
These grants will be the first in what the administration hopes 
will "mark the beginning of a comprehensive program for in- 
structional and professional development," Stanton said. 
The university plans to offer three such "sabbaticals" each 
semester in the near future, he said, adding that the long range 
goal is to offer ten research and development leave grants every 
semester. 
The criteria for choosing faculty to receive these grants, ac- 
cording to a memo sent to faculty from Stanton', are that "the 
assignment must clearly enhance the quality of JMU's academic 
programs, "and that the "faculty member's absence must be at a 
time convenient to all parties concerned,'.' » 
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The right angle: 
Chuck Taiwan for China ? 
By BILL BORGES 
Ronald Reagan once 
pointed out that Senator 
Edward Kennedy has made 
enough speeches on enough 
issues for most Americans to 
realize that whatever it is he 
stands for, it is not what most 
Americans want for their 
country. 
This became readily ap- 
parent when Senator Ken- 
nedy, in a recent speech in 
Boston, urged us to "end our 
defense treaty, and our formal 
diplomatic relations with 
Taiwan." 
His speech dealt with the 
increasing pressure exerted 
by Red China to "normalize" 
relations with the United 
States. 
What Peking  wants   is: 
1) technological     assistance; 
2) assurances of continued 
anti-Soviet sentiment; and 3) 
American withdrawal from 
Taiwan and abrogation of our 
1955 defense treaty with the 
Taipei government. 
What makes normalized 
relations with the mainland so 
important that we should be 
willing to chuck Taiwan in 
order to achieve them? 
We do not tell the 
Taiwanese what to do-it is the 
Chinese who seek to do so. We 
do not have a common border 
with the Russians, it is the 
Chinese who do. We are not 
wracked by hunger and 
upheaval, that is a Chinese 
problem. 
We do not have a 
proletariat that needs to work 
two months to make enough 
money to buy a bicycle, 
having first to obtain the 
necessary permit. We export 
our grain, not import it. Our 
technology is the best of the 
superpowers, not the worst. 
Why are we over there 
begging for an opportunity to 
temporize on our commitment 
to a non-violent future for 
Taiwan? 
Proponents of nor- 
malization have always 
assumed that, once Taiwan 
was out of the way, a hundred 
flowers of trade and 
diplomacy would bloom: and 
it is now often argued that if 
< iiniiniii'd on Page H>> 
November a useless month 
By DWAYNE YANCEY 
November is. at best, a useless month, 
perhaps harmless but certainly uninteresting. 
Its sole purpose, as near as I have been able to 
reckon it, is to act as a climatic buffer in the 
transition between the crisp and colorful 
autumn of October and the frozen winter greys 
of December 
Often undependable in such a mission--I 
wore shirt sleeves one day and scraped ice off 
my car windows the next-November, worse 
yet, mid-November, plods along, lost almost in 
a season of limbo, unable to decide exactly 
what it is expected to do. 
Technically it is still fall, although the 
leaves have long since fallen and we have now 
become accustomed to the bare trees, but it is 
not so unbearably cold yet, in fact it is oc- 
casionally rather warm, as to be termed 
winter. 
November, somewhat like all Gaul, is 
divided into three parts. 
There is the first week, before the election, 
during which all activities and attentions are 
directed toward that important Tuesday, on 
which the fate of the free world is claimed to be 
decided. 
There is the week following Thanksgiving, 
which rightfully belongs in the pre-Christmas 
rush of December, and then there is now, those 
few middle weeks which tend to drag on 
forever with   nothing   to  anticipate   except 
Thanksgiving,   certainly  one of  our  lower- 
keyed holidays. . . ■. 
It is a quiet time of year, with no major 
scandals or developments to fuel the fires of 
outrage and indignation. Everything has either 
happened or has yet to begin. Nothing of 
consequence is in to use that phrase which I 
learned to hatetoomuch in philosophy, "a state 
of becoming." 
The football season is over, a dismal 5-5, and 
basketball season, billed as the one "you've all 
been waiting for," has yet to commence. Those 
wary of apologetic post-mortems-and cheery 
pre-season reports find little comfort in the 
sports pages these days. 
The elections were over last week, thank- 
fully, and perhaps at least now the world is 
back to normal. The results seem not to have 
disturbed the natural order of things too much 
it indeed Mother Nature pays any heed to such 
absurdities as politics. 
The only changes which I have been able to 
detect is that now the giant Republican 
literature stand is gone from the Warren 
Campus Center and at long last the Dalton, 
Canada and Howell literature has disappeared 
from all the bulletin boards, occasionally 
replaced by notices of parties not of the 
political variety. 
With the election over (even the Student 
Government Association has filled all of its 
positions) we seem to enter into a lull. 
The chief news on campus has been the 
steady advance of the concept of 
... * uqu -■ ftonijnued on Pm&l , \JJZii 
Gadfly speaks 
on intolerance 
by Jeff Byrne mi:iB'^Mmm*mm 
An open letter to anyone who will read the damn thing: 
I'm sorry, my friends, but I can no longer contain myself to 
album reviews. There is a problem here at James Madison 
University about which I have to vent my spleen. I'm not talking 
about any abuses of power in high office, political dirty tricks or 
administrative infighting. 
JMU's problem is by far more serious than any of these. It is a 
problem of intellectual constipation which, if not corrected, 
threatens the freedom of the press and impairs severely the role 
of the critical observer. 
Within the last month. I have been lambasted in the letters 
column, insulted to my face and told that I am in need of 
psychiatric help, all because I wrote that the Daryl Hall and John 
Dates concert was poor; and, more heinously, for daring to 
suggest that rock 'n' roll has sexual roots. 
Dean Honeycutt has been abused in a similar fashion, to the 
point of being called a racist because he dared to lampoon the 
Homecoming Revue. 
Even Cutch Armstrong's innocent jibes at Dr. Carrier were the 
victim of a sarcastic letter. 
The personal attacks being made upon critics for The Breeze 
indicate that the JMU community at large is 1) intolerant of 
differing opinions on any topic, even something as innocuous as a 
rock concert, and 2) unable to separate their disagreement with 
stated points of view (which is. after all, the critic's role) from an 
intense dislike of the person expressing that view. 
Such overly emotional responses to what in the end boils down 
to as matters of taste scares me. My god, people, what if 
something really big happened?! 
The career of the critic has for centuries been that of the 
gadfly: to shock the sensibilities of his audience, and. hopefully, 
to cause thinking to occur, which, as any teacher can tell you, is 
the hardest task for any human to undertake, and very possibly 
the most thankless. 
Intolerance is the breeding ground of ignorance. As has been 
shown time and time again, when a society refuses to accept any 
ideas but its own and becomes canalized in its thinking, it is 
headed for sheer boredom, if not outright degeneration. And 
ignorance has its origins in the very sort of intolerance which 
currently exists here at JMU. 
Consider, for example, the inconsistency of certain black (dare 
I use such a label) "leaders" who on page three of the November 
II issue of The Breeze decry the use of the word "black" to label 
them and then on page 2(» complain that there is not enough 
specific "black" curriculum at JMU. 
I really do not care which course of action JMU's black 
students decide to take, I just wish they would make up their 
minds. 
I personally have been accused of abusing the "privilege" of 
writing for The Breeze. My question is: which is more abused by 
my writing, the professionalism of my status, or the sensibilities 
of my readers? 
And I ask you which is worse, risking the loss of one's soul in an 
attempt at intellectual and spiritual enlightenment: or blandly 
accepting the concepts which society lays before you, so that you 
can chew your cud unperturbed? I may represent the "new 
journalism" and with mentors like Hunter Thompson and Tom 
Wolfe I do not consider that an insult) but the kind of thinking that 
people of a certain ilk espouse is that of a sheep. 
) 
Ireedom of me press is one ol the qreat bulwarks ol liberty, and can 
never he restrained but by despotick governments "   James Madison 
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Readers' forum 
Profs skin color irrelevent 
fllE BREEZE, Friday, November 18, 1977, Page 3 
Illiteracy loses point 
and degrades paper 
To the editor: 
This letter is in response to 
Tami Richardson's article 
titled "Blacks at JMU con- 
cerned with discrimination." 
With parts of the article, I am 
in total agreement. I do 
believe there is a need for an 
increase in the social life of 
blacks here on campus. The 
Campus Program Board does 
need to get the black students 
a decent concert or social 
activity. Also, if there is a 
high demand for an Afro- 
American studies minor, the. 
program should be installed. 
However, I totally disagree 
with Carolette Taylor's 
statement that there is the 
need for more black faculty 
and administrators. She 
considered this an academic 
problem. I do not consider 
this an academic problem. 
The major priority of this 
university should be obtaining 
good professors and ad- 
ministrators and not obtaining 
black or white (or any other 
color) faculty and ad- 
ministrators. After all, our 
degrees that we receive here 
at JMU will mean nothing to 
employers if underquawied 
(whether black or white) 
professors are employed at 
this university. 
People should be employed 
because of their experience 
and knowlegdge and not 
because of their race or color. 
If a black is more qualified, he 
should definitely get the job 
opening. I want to get the 
best education that I can 
possibly get. 
Secondly, Miss Taylor's 
comment that "People are 
really narrow- minded here'' 
is itself a narrow-minded 
statement. It is impossible for 
her to consider everyone on 
this campus to be narrow- 
minded. I am not narrow- 
minded and I do not consider 
everyone on this campus to be 
narrow-minded. Her 
statement was not based on 
facts, only opinion. 
Finally, after reading this 
letter, one would have to say 
that the writer has to be a 
white Protestant. Well, I am. 
But, that doesn't make a 
difference. I am not a racist. 
I am only trying to pull for the 
right way to conduct the 
business of this university. 
The concern for an addition 
of blacks to the faculty and 
administration should not be 
an issue, because color of skin 
has nothing to do with the 
process of learning. 
Paul A. Brown 
To the editor, 
Upon reading the piece of 
rambling illiteracy published 
in the Nov. 15 issue of The 
Breeze, under the title 
"Looking at things wrong," 
my first reaction was to make 
sure that the April Fools issue 
had not caught me unawares. 
I simply could not conceive of 
anyone adopting an air of 
jabbering idiocy in order to 
make some kind of serious 
point. (At least, I hope it was 
an adopted air.) 
J. J. Moyer could have 
better served his rather 
dubious point by clearly 
stating his objections to Cutch 
Armstrong's literate, in- 
telligent letter. Adopting the 
dialect of a drooling lobotomy 
subject only tended to un- 
dermine his own point, and 
support Armstrong's. 
One of the appealing 
elements of an institute of 
higher education (college or 
university) is that it offers a 
forum for rational discussion 
of significant issues. If Moyer 
does not choose to make use of 
that forum, he should confine 
his attempts at humor to his 
personal correspondence, and 
not inflict it on hapless vic- 
tims. 
The Breeze has degraded 
its letter column by publishing 
Moyer's drivel, as well as 
insulting every intelligent 
member of the Madison 
community. 
Pierce Askegren > 
Daydreams of honesty 
To the editor: 
I was daydreaming the 
other day about this univer- 
sity where persons could leave 
food and drink in their ex- 
pensive dormitory kitchens 
without fear of the items being 
stolen. 
At this same school, coats 
could be hung on the hooks in 
the halls outside classrooms 
with the assurance that they 
would be there later when the 
owner returns. 
Even the book and coat 
racks in the dining hall were 
safe places to leave things so 
that people could eat at un- 
cluttered tables. And on top of 
this, you would not worry if 
you lost something; if it was 
not where you left it last, it 
was in the process of being 
returned. 
Amazing environment, this 
university. Personal rights 
are respected; the honor code 
is really taken to heart-not 
limited to academic matters, 
either. 
I wondered about JMU 
becoming this kind of a school. 
I  was   daydreaming   the 
other day.... 
Chuck Berlin 
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Beer policy unfair to students, 
Chandler facilities restrictive 
November typically 
a very low-key month 
To the editor: 
We in Hoffman Hall are 
writing in regard to the new 
policy pertaining to the 
Shenadoah and Roanoke 
Rooms in Chandler Hall 
prohibiting beer. Last week, 
our chairman talked to foods 
services about catering for 
our Christmas dance in 
Chandler. She was informed 
at this time that we could have 
beer and soft drinks; punch is 
no longer allowed because it 
could possibly get "spiked." 
The following week, she 
called food services to con- 
firm the plans and was told 
that the policy had been 
changed so that beer was no 
longer allowed in Chandler. 
Food Services Director 
Robert Griffin had said "there 
will be no more beer parties in 
Chandler. We want to 
preserve the facilities." 
The Hoffman dance 
committee feels this rule is 
unjust. First of all, we made 
reservations for Chandler last 
winter on the assumption that 
we could have beer. We are 
not planning a "beer party" 
but a formal dance. Hoffman 
had a formal dance there last 
*ear and there were no 
ptoMwMWflfcv^^wrtw*' 
Therefore, we protest the 
statement that they are 
"preserving the facility" by 
refusing to allow our alcoholic 
beverages for student dances 
and other recreational func- 
tions. It seems to us, it is being 
preserved for faculty con- 
ventions, community func- 
tions and other such affairs. 
This would seem to make it 
not for the students but 
primarily for public relations 
purposes. 
We do not believe this is 
fair to JMU students. The 
Shenandoah Room originally 
was intended for use by 
students, along with money 
appropriated for its con- 
struction by the rising student 
enrollment. 
In conclusion, we feel that 
the James Madison Univer- 
sity students should be aware 
of this ridiculous rule imposed 
by Griffin. 
Cindy Pittman 
Hoffman dance committee 
chairman 
Need more JMU news 
To the editor: 
Now that election day is 
over, perhaps we can finally 
look forward to seeing 
something of interest in the 
school paper, like something 
about the school. Do not get 
me wrong, I'm not a Com- 
munist or anything, but as far 
as I'm concerned it would be 
infinitely better and a lot more 
representative if all can- 
didates running for a position 
would fight it out in a field 
with sockfuls of manure. 
It is also my opinion that at 
least 80 percent of my fellow 
classmates feel the same way. 
Take a poll-if a random 
WMflMff ^IHWi^tftY* Wore 
than 20 percent of the student 
body actually voted, I will eat 
my gym socks, publicly. 
Which brings me to my 
point. Why devote 80 percent 
of a newspaper to a subject 
only 20 percent of your 
readers care about? Omitting 
politics and sports, there is 
nothing left but Doonesbury 
and the personals. There are 
other subjects and other 
groups of interest on campus- 
marching band, minority 
affairs, to name a few. 
If people had to pay to read 
your newspaper, things would 
be quite a different story. 
SAhSSfr'   »  
(Continued from Page 2) 
"priority parking" " for 
commuters through a handful 
of different committees and 
commissions and at last 
approach a state of resolution. 
Even that, however, has 
not been so emotional as to 
cause students to hold 
demonstrations or burn their 
cars in X-Lot. It has, in typical 
November fashion, all been 
very low-key. 
Some stores downtown 
have threatened this solitude 
by starting the Christmas 
season early, already 
displaying their holiday 
decorations and advertising 
their Christmas specials, a 
development which seems to 
come earlier each year. 
Somewhere in all the rush, 
Thanksgiving tends to get lost 
nowadays, were it not for the 
long weekend it provides. 
For students, and no doubt 
faculty as well, the im- 
menence of the semester's 
end is slowly becoming ap- 
parent. 
Class drop time has passed, 
to the horror of a few, and 
although Thanksgiving tends 
to interrupt one's perception 
of time and space, an in- 
credibly little amount of time, 
a couple of weeks, remains to 
the semester. 
That term paper which has 
haunted the fringes of my 
existence ever since early 
September is now looming 
more ominously on the horizon. 
The note cards are stacked 
in a neat pile on my desk, 
along with a few library books 
fast approaching due date. 
I have yet to become suf- 
ficiently worried to start 
writing it yet, promising 
myself Thanksgiving weekend 
for that chore, when I shall no 
doubt discover that I have 
either a-inadequate sources.b- 
inadequate time, c-all of the 
above. 
Unlike some of us, the 
squirrels on the quad seem to 
have been unusually active 
lately, gathering up their 
winter store and watching 
apprehensively those grey, 
snow-lined clouds which 
appear occasionally on the 
horizon but which never do 
more than just threaten. 
Caught in indecision , they 
seem to testify to the fact that 
this indeed is the languid time 
of November, which seems to 
take forever to pass. 
After Thanksgiving, 
December and exam week 
will soon be upon us-and then 
we'll wish we. did have 
November back. 
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mesmerizes, has 
'Lean and spirited' 
■^'cK'SS^SSSdy about the production of "The, Effect of 
Gamma ^ys on Mat-in-the-Moon Marigolds" is the play's title, in 
every other way the show is lean and spirited. Under tite guest direction 
of Mary Neufeld, the Stratford Players give this slight but special play 
""it p£ye iXe marigdds of its tithes something of a mutant to 
author.Paul Zindel, was a science teaser and he wrote theplay in^ 
nocent of the trends and assumptions of modern theatre. The result is a 
SSma ?hat is occasionally primitive, usually fresh, but always direct 
More remarkable, perhaps, is the play's optimism and its hope-nay, its 
faith--in science. - 
In a century when literature and the arts 
have made technology the scapegoat and 
dressed the bad guys in white lab coats, 
"Marigolds" sees science and scientific 
phenomena with the unashamed wonder of a 
child looking through a microscope. The play 
restores to us the promise of that vision and 
reminds us that the faults of our world lie not in 
our science but ourselves. 
All of the five actresses have their 
moments, but Helen Stoltzfus's Beatrice, the 
comedic, sadistic mother, dominates the play 
the way she does her two daughters. Stoltzfus 
brings the right mixture of menace and mania 
to her role and modulates her performance 
well enough to achieve the moment of quiet 
tenderness that ends the first  act 
Linda Garber, as the sensitive daughter, 
and Susan Burrell, as her occasionally 
crazy and constantly crass sister, succeed in more one- 
dimensional ways. Garter's Tillie quavers convincingly but almost too 
consistently-until her quaver becomes perhaps too steady. Her 
soliloquies are powerful, partly because she allows her interpretation of 
Tillie to develop away from the shaky voice and trembling hands 
Burrell's exaggerated Ruth gets all the laughs Zindel planned for her, 
but her facial contortions and flouncing posture seem forced in tne 
^iSeTmSe" reject, Allison Chaudefs Nanny provides a spectral 
presence whenever she crosses the room, and Georgia Stel uto s brief 
appearance as Janice Vickery is a tour-de-force of comic hming and 
caricature. Finally, Bunny Angora's performance as Peter the RabDU, 
though not always believable, is nonetheless the most touching role ot 
that sort since "Harvey."     - ,      -        ., 
Appropriately cluttered and confused, Phillip Grayson s set provides 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Rhythm Section: 
'try, tryagain' 
By CUTCH ARMSTRONG 
If at first you don't succeed, 
try, try again. 
With that  in   mind,   the 
Campus   Program   Board • 
brings the Atlanta Rhythm 
Section to Godwin Hall Sun- 
day night at 8 p.m. 
The band was originally 
scheduled to perform Sept. 
24, but contract obligations 
with Polydor Records forced a 
postponement. 
The Atlanta Rhythm 
Section is the brainchild of 
producer Buddy Buie. In 1970, 
he sought competent studio 
musicians to work at his 
Studio One complex. 
Since Studio One is located 
in Doraville, Georgia, a 
suburb of Atlanta, the name 
seems almost too appropriate. 
The present band, except 
lead vocalist Ronnie  Ham- 
mond,      was       assembled 
primarily for Buie's studio. 
After  two years as strictly 
studio musicians, the Atlanta 
Rhythm Section cut an album 
of  their  own.      Hammond 
joined the group a year later 
for their obscure second LP, 
"Back Up Against the Wall." 
Soon afterward, the Rhythm 
Section sinned with Polvdor. 
'Like a terrarium' 
"The 
cr^E^T 
By DWAYNE YANCEY 
Some plays are like terrariums. 
One looks through a glass (imaginary, of course) at a strange, self- 
sustaining world of life forms, often alien in initial appearance, but 
whose intrinsic characteristics are recognizable and similar to those in 
common things around us. - ■' • 
The audience does not become absorbed into this world but rather, 
when the play is performed well, is mesmerized by it. The danger in 
this being, of course, that when poorly done, the audience is completely 
Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon 
Marigolds," James Madison University 
Theatre's latest production, demands such a 
"terrarium" performance. Very much like a 
science experiment which is being conducted 
before us, we see the mutations and "freaks" 
that gamma rays produce in man-in-the-moon 
marigolds, naturally all symbolic in a play that 
is rampant, although in many cases subtly, 
with symbolism. 
An unquestionable good script, guest 
director Mary Neufeld and cast give it the 
treatment which it deserves. 
To succeed, "Marigolds" must establish 
itself as a separate world, not quite real, but 
with enough realistic qualities to prompt 
audience recognition and sympathies. 
It cannot afford to lapse into a simple 
domestic setting or evolve into something 
beyond all semblance of identification. 
james Madison University Theatres latest production, demands such«. 
"terrarium" performance. Very much like a science experiment which 
is being conducted before us, we see the mutations and "'freaks" that 
gamma rays produce in man-in-the-moon marigolds, naturally all 
symbolic in a play that is rampant, although in many cases subtly, with 
symbolism. 
An unquestionable good script, guest director Mary Neufeld and cast 
give it the treatment which it deserves. 
To succeed, "Marigolds" must establish itself as a separate world, 
not quite real, but with enough realistic qualities to prompt audience 
recognition and sympathies. 
It cannot afford to lapse into a simple domestic setting or evolve into 
something beyond all semblance of identification. 
With Neufeld's imaginative and skilled direction combined with 
effective acting, a dark but not quite forboding set is established 
(Continued on Page 15) 
Four successful records' have 
been pressed since then. 
All six of their albums, 
including their latest, "A 
Rock and Roll Alternative," 
emphasize the band's no-frills 
style. Their game is strictly 
music. 
Anyone who has seen or 
heard the Atlanta Rhythm 
Section will attest to their 
solid structure of hard 
southern rock. They are not 
overly flashy, but they are 
certainly exciting. 
In addition to Hammond, 
the band consists of drummer- 
composer Robert Nix, 
keyboardist Dean Daughtry 
and bassist Paul Goddard. 
Guitarists J.R. Cobb and 
Barry Bailey complete the 
cast. Cobb also co-writes 
many of the band's tunes. 
Although the entire band is 
exceptional in concert, Bailey, 
Cobb and Goddard shine 
brightest. 
Cobb and Bailey often 
seem to duel with each other 
as they trade off licks, while 
Goddard remains one of the 
most interesting and versatile 
bass players in popular music. 
Watch these three men during 
ttfanjlpuedtflfl, P*muhl i r/, 
RUTH* has an epilecUc seizure and is aided by Tillie' (background) and Beatrice in 
JMU theatre department's play,   'The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man in the Moon 
Marigolds,' 
• noqq*;»'. .if. JJ oHi.tr. < gof 
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New ground being broken 
By JEFF BYRNE 
Rex Fowler and Neal 
Shulman, '.'Aztec Two-Step," 
are as mild and unassuming 
as their music, while at the 
same time, like their music, 
stand for something im- 
portant in the rock *n' roll 
field. 
What were the major 
musical   inputs to Aztec? 
"It would really be unfair 
to call us 'children of the 
sixties' because so much has 
happened in music in the past 
ten years," says Neal 
Shulman. "There's been so 
many imputs that, while our 
music is traceable to Dylan 
and the folk scene, it's also 
traceable to people like Stevie 
Wonder." 
Their current tour is an on- 
again, off-again, rather than a 
constant on-the-road grind. 
"We're into breaking new 
ground on this tour," ac- 
cording to Neal. "While a 
good record will do your 
travelling for you, it's always 
nice to play for a crowd that 
Book review: 
knows you and your music." 
Aztec Two-Step played for 
the first time in Virginia in 
Wilson Hall Friday night. 
"While we've had great 
success in the northeast, to be 
nothing but a regional success 
is to become stale in what you 
do," says Neal. 
Is Aztec trying to broaden 
its audience? 
"While we're trying for 
one, we're no* bending over 
backwards to win people 
over," he says. "We've been 
steadily pushing 'Two's 
Company' on this tour, and 
our new album 'Adjoining 
Suites'will be out in January.. 
This tour kind of fills the gap 
in between." 
Aztec's unique musical 
style is largely the product of 
Rex Fowler, who is as quiet in 
person as he is bouyant on 
stage. 
"I usually sit down and 
write a line or two and then 
the mood dictates the lyrics," 
says Rex.    Commenting on 
"Dean Monaiiy, Hex said 
"It's a total speed song. 
That's the only way to express 
Dean." 
As for the origin of the 
name "Aztec Two-StepI' Neal 
notes, "Sure, it's from 
Ferlenghetti's poem. I mean, 
we read all that Beat stuff and 
were certainly influenced by 
it, but it was more the way it 
sounded than anything else." 
What about the backup 
musicians? "The guys that 
are with us now played on the 
last album and have been with 
us about a year and half," 
says Neal. "David Sleight on 
guitar, David Gross on bass, 
Mike Finklestein on drums, 
and Gordon Cohen on 
keyboards. All the guys are 
from New York bands." 
Are there any chances that 
James Madison University 
will see Aztec Two-Step 
again? "Well, we hope to play 
this area again as we get more 
popular here," says Neal. 
I hope so. 
SEfffSSf* Ne"shuIman' *so much has '"pp""* «- music in the past ten years." They performed at WilsonFriday 
Photo by Cory Bonnty 
nioht * J UC3' yenormea at Wilson Frtt 
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h we Seasons  not just book but companion 
By STEVEN SNYDER 
For the baseball fanatic, 
the general sports enthusiast, 
or anyone who enjoys reading 
a superbly written book, I 
recommend "Five Seasons: A 
Baseball Companion" by 
Roger Angell. 
It combines the ex- 
citement, suspense and 
melodrama of the summer 
game with the insights of an 
incredibly perceptive writer. 
At barest face value, it is a 
detailed description of the 
baseball seasons, play-offs 
and World Series games from 
1972 through 1976. 
All the excitement of the 
past five seasons has been 
recaptured: 
-The Oakland A's- 
swaggering, mustachioed 
world champions for three 
straight years and their epic 
annihilating the Phillies and 
the Yankees in seven straight 
post-season games to capture 
their second consecutive 
world championship, raising 
questions as to whether this 
was the greatest team of all 
time 
-The amazing New York 
Mets and their incredible rise 
from last place to a first-place 
finish in the final months of 
the '73 season 
-Hard-fought, down-to-the 
wire pennant races between 
the Pirates and Cardinals in 
the National League and the 
Orioles and Red Sox in the 
American League in '74, and 
much more. 
But this book isn't just a 
blow-by-blow statistical 
review of timely hits and 
clutch home runs. Angell, who 
cheerfully admits to being a 
new and unusual situations 
the past five years, such as the 
players strike of '72, the 
owner lock-out of players 
from spring training camps 
in '76 and the invalidation of 
the reserve clause, enabling 
any player to sell his services 
to the highest bidder. 
These heavily-detailed 
crises have forced the 
American people to disregard 
their prior frame of reference 
to baseball, that of un- 
touchable clean-living heroes 
who are in the game just for 
the thrill and enjoyment of 
competition. 
Angell     has     perfectly 
captured the flavor of these 
changing attitudes in his self- 
professed struggle to see the 
same heroes in the card- 
carrying, unionized baseball 
player of the 1970's that he 
once saw. 
He comments on the 
various labor-management 
struggles with startling in- 
sight, refusing to paint the 
generalized picture that is 
found so often on today's 
sport pages. 
Angell's command of the 
English language is absolute. 
His words not only paint 
detailed, crystal-clear 
images, they also constantly 
jar the reader's thought 
processes with new ideas, 
thoughts and feelings. 
I found myself repeatedly 
re-reading passages, in an 
attempt to re-capture the 
soaring feelings I experienced 
through the beauty and clarity 
of his descriptions. 
This is not unlike the music 
lover who listens to his 
favorite piece of music over 
and over again and could 
possibly be a good measure of 
a great literary piece. 
Besides die seasonal and 
labor-management accounts, 
there are several  chapters 
(Continued on Page 14) 
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Timberline captures live flavor 
battles on the field with such 
luminaries as the Reds, Mets 
and Orioles; and off the field 
amongst themselves and with 
their flamboyant and 
egocentric owner, Charles O. 
Finley, who by the end of the 
'76 season has lost almost all 
of his world champion stars 
--Cincinnati's "Big-Red 
Machine," and their 
memorable play-off battles 
with the Pirates in '72 and the 
Mets in '73, as well as the '75 
World Series victory over the 
Boston Red Sox-an epochal 
seven-game set, unequaled 
excitement-wise in World' 
Series history 
-The  Reds   again, in   '76, 
full-time  baseball   addict, 
explores the sociological and 
psychological    aspect of the 
game itself,  as  well as  its 
players and owners. 
The perception he brings to 
the intricacies of the sport and 
its far-reaching grasp on all 
facts for the American public 
is astonishing and thought- 
provoking. 
Baseball, he feels, is not just grown men playing a 
children's game for hundreds 
of thousands of dollars, but a 
social phenomena, probably 
unequaled in American 
history as a unifying thread of 
public feeling. 
Baseball has found itself in 
By STEVEN SNYDER 
For those of you who saw 
Timberline perform at James 
Madison University on that 
blazing hot (the part in my 
hair is still red) first weekend 
after school opened and have 
been tearing your hair out 
trying to find their album ever 
since, relax. 
"The Great Timber Rush" 
is alive and available, and 
offers a top-grade sup- 
plementary remembrance to 
their live performance. 
While some artists' studio 
albums hardly resemble their 
live performances, Tim- 
berline's debut album re- 
creates their live sound 
almost exactly, exposing its 
various strengths and 
weaknesses.at the same time. 
The group's overall sound 
is a mixture of country-rock, 
country-blues and bluegrass, 
with an occasional pinch of 
jazz, and is strongly enforced 
by the emotion and feeling 
vented by the musicians 
during a live performance. 
Unfortunately, this 
propelling energy, an in- 
tangible that has turned such 
ordinary talents as Rick 
Derringer and Johnny Winter 
into monster performers on 
stage, is often hard to 
recapture in the studio. 
It's easy to imagine both 
"You (Make It All Happen)" 
and "Someday" coming off 
fairly well during a live 
performance, but on the 
album they're both very or- 
dinary, repetitious songs. 
The former, in fact, was 
performed at JMU and was 
dubbed a "pleasant Eagles- 
style rocker in the concert 
review in The Breeze. Sorry 
about that folks, but on the 
album it just ain't so. 
The rest of the album, three 
songs that were done at the 
concert, and five that weren't, 
demonstrate such problems. 
Of the concert selections, 
"Turn It Up" bears closest 
resemblance to its live ver- 
sion, with live piano replaced 
by studio organ that seems to 
more effectively capture the 
flavor of the song. 
An excellent concert finale, 
"Circlin"' is even better on 
the album, as studio musician 
John McEuen's banjo and 
fiddle provide a new 
dimension to the song, totally 
absent in person. 
"The Breakers Roll," also 
a highlight of the concert (I 
was sure I could hear waves in 
the background of the music) 
uses subtle strings to paint a 
gloomy, foreboding 
background while studio man 
Hal Blaine's congas provide 
counterpoint. 
Of the non-concert selec- 
tions, "On the Mesa" quickly 
calls    to    mind'" Jackson 
Browne's "Redneck Friend" 
and the Eagles' "Already 
Gone" with its hard-driving 
relentlessness and alternating 
I-IV-V rhythmic patterns. 
"Timberline" is a powerful 
country-rocker, featuring 
some hardcore banjo picking 
and an exceptional pedal steel 
solo, while 'The 190 Blues" is 
a jazz-flavored ballad, 
utilizing string ensemble to 
produce a chilling 
background. 
The exceptional back-up 
vocal chorus of Tricia Johns, 
Kathy Ward and Charlie 
Merriam emerges to turn 
"Love For You" and "Sammy 
Came From Illinois," both 
fairly ordinary songs, into 
high energy, ear-catching 
examples of making a lot out 
of a little. The latter cut is 
also augumented by wailing 
harmonica. 
•Timberline with a few 
exceptions, seems capable of 
making a record that captures 
most of the flavor of their live 
performances and altering a 
live performance to achieve 
maximum energetic output, 
from the audience as well as 
the band. 
Consider some of their non- 
recorded concert material 
such as "It's a Sin to Tell a 
Lie," a 1930s shuffle tune, and 
"Down at the Bayou Jubilee," 
by the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band. 
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Group recognition 'easier than most think' 
By KENT BOOTY 
The process by which a 
group becomes a recognized 
organization at James 
Madison University is "easier 
than most people think" and 
can usually be completed 
within a semester, according 
to the student  ac- 
tivities director. 
"The only       basic 
requirements are that the 
group have a faculty adviser 
and that they draft a con- 
stitution," said James Logan, 
the one whom all potential 
organizations must report to 
first. "It is a relatively simple 
process." 
All groups wishing to 
become organizations must 
first obtain a  copy  of the 
Art department 
participates 
in conference 
Several members of the art 
department attended and 
participated in the 
Southeastern College Art 
Conference's annual meeting 
held at Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University 
in Blacksburg Oct. 20-22. 
The art department 
members participating were 
Dr. Martha Caldwell, vice 
president for the art con- 
ference 1976-77 and elected 
second vice president for 1977- 
78; Christ in ia Updike, 
chairperson for the first an- 
nual Southeastern Slide 
Librarians Meeting held at 
the conference; Ester 
Augsberger, a JMU graduate 
student who presented a paper 
entitled "Paul Klee: Time 
and Death"; and Cheryl 
Summer, a JMU graduate 
who presented a paper en- 
titled "Brunelleschi and the 
Concept of 'Uomo Univer- 
sale'." 
Other art department 
members attending the 
meeting were: Dr. David 
Oilier. Ken Beer, Dr. Kay 
Arthur, and Dee Huffman who 
received his M.A. here. 
-Wtegot 
Your choice of genuine 
rubies or sapphires with 
diamonds in white or 
yellow 10K gold. Single 
cluster ring, $65. Twin 
cluster ring (not shown), 
$115. Earrings, $105. 
Pendant, $59.95. 
lewel Box 
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"criteria for recognition of 
student organizations" from 
the student activities office, 
Logan said. This form lists 16 
stipulations for an acceptable 
constitution and states that a 
group must show a "need for 
their organization on cam- 
pus." 
Included among these 
criteria for a constitution are 
a "preamble or statement of 
purpose," criteria for 
membership, established 
procedures for the election 
and removal of officers and a 
"democratic election process 
that insures all members a* 
voice." 
"Basically, the criteria 
sheet serves as a helpful aid to 
groups setting up their con- 
stitution,'' Logan said. 
A group should then make 
an attempt to gather mem- 
bers, he said, adding that this 
is usually done by "word of 
mouth." Although there are 
no requirements on the 
number of members it must 
have for recognition, a group, 
a group "should have 15 - 20 
members when they come to 
me," he said. 
"With any less than that, 
it's tough to get something 
going," he added. 
Organizations in the for- 
mative stage are entitled to 
"just about all the rights" a 
recognized organization 
enjoys, Logan said. They are 
allowed, for example, to hold 
meetings in the campus 
center after first contacting 
him, he said. 
Organizations which are 
forming may maintain this 
temporary status for one 
semester only, according to 
the 1977-78 handbook. If the 
group has not achieved 
recognition within one 
semester, the handbook 
states, use of campus 
facilities will be withdrawn 
until their constitution has 
been approved. 
After a group has chosen an 
adviser, who can be any 
faculty or staff member, and 
drafted a constitution, they 
then contact the director of 
student activities, according 
to Logan. A date is then set 
for review of the proposed 
constitution by the student 
clubs and organizations 
subcommittee of the com- 
mission on student services, 
he said. 
Twenty copies erf the 
constitution must be prepared 
by the group one week prior to 
review, Logan said, because 
there are 20 members on the 
student services commission. 
The subcommittee, which' 
consists of himself and two 
students   appointed   by   the 
Student! Government 
Association, checks the 
constitution for compliance 
with the criteria sheet, he 
added. 
"Nearly all constitutions 
are approved," Logan said. 
The few which fail to get 
approved are sent back to the 
groups for revision, he said. 
Earlier this year, the Student 
Government Association 
constitution was one of 
those sent back for revision. 
Once the organization is 
approved by the student clubs 
and organizations sub- 
committee, their constitution 
is submitted to the chairman 
of the commission on student 
services, Logan said. The 
chairman is Dr. William Hall, 
vice president of student 
affairs. 
The commission on student 
services then reviews the 
constitution and forwards it to 
the university president for 
final approval, he said. 
"The president almost 
always agrees with the sub- 
committee and the com- 
mission," according to Logan. 
There have been no ex- 
ceptions to this in the seven 
years Carrier has been here, 
he added. 
Since Logan has been here, 
no campus organizations have 
been officially disbanded by 
the student activities office, 
but about a dozen have 
dissolved largely due to a 
"lack of leadership," he 
said. \ 
Several campus 
organizations are funded by 
the SGA, Logan said. Among 
these are the WMRA sports 
network, the Bluestone, the 
Campus Program Board, the 
Honor Council, the SGA, the 
Commuter, Student Com- 
mittee and The Breeze, 
through purchase of student 
subscriptions. 
These groups are funded by 
front-end budgeting, a system 
whereby they submit their 
budget proposals to the SGA 
ahead of time, according to 
SGA Treasurer Darrell Pile. 
To qualify for SGA funding, an 
organization must show that 
this would be in the "best 
interest of all possible," said 
Logan, who is a voting 
member of the SGA finance 
committee. 
The SGA contingency fund, 
from which the money to fund 
organization activities is 
drawn, had $8,867 at the 
beginning of the semester, 
Pile said It now has a "little 
over $7,000," he said. 
He expects about 15 
organizations to ask the SGA 
for funds this year. 
tKtHNA^NCWV-* 
Miles Music Electronic Center    its t **** ». 
Harrttonberj'i Electronic  Supermarket 
Slimline"" Dynamic 
The new K/125 Stereophone not 
only offers the famous Sound of 
Koss, but it also includes many 
other features normally found 
only in higher priced stereo- 
phones. The K/125's low 
silhouette and modern slimline 
styling make it lighter than 
ordinary dynamic stereophones. 
And the glove-soft, vinyl head- 
band provides superb comfort 
for hours and hours of listening 
pleasure. But it's the sound of the 
K/125 that really counts. With a 
frequency response range of 10 
to 16,000 Hz and 2/2 inch 
dynamic cone drivers in each 
earcup, the K/125 offers an 
exciting new experience in per- 
sonal listening. The exclusive 
Koss Pneumalite* earcushions 
offer excellent ambient noise 
isolation and provide for an 
extended bass response to below 
audibility. Without doubt the 
K/l 25 is a great beginning for the 
beginning stereophone enthusiast. 
Slimline "* Dynamic 
If you've been looking for a 
stereophone that looks and 
sounds great, you'll love the new 
Koss K/l35 Stereophones. Mot 
only do the K/l 35's offer superb 
performance over a wide fre- 
quency response range of 10 to 
18,000 Hz, but their slimline 
styling and adobe-ebony teak 
coloring with Carpathian elm burl 
inlays make them an attractive 
addition to any stereo component 
system. The K/l 35's lightweight 
construction and extra-wide, 
glove-soft vinyl headband make 
them extremely comfortable 
stereophones. And the exclusive 
Koss Pneumalite* earcushions 
not only provide wearing comfort 
and excellent ambient noise 
isolation, but they also extend the 
bass response to below audibility. 
But no matter how you look at 
the K/l35 Stereophones, they're 
a perfect addition to your com- 
ponent system and a beautiful 
way to enjoy your favorite tapes 
or recordings. 
Ree, 29.95 SALE 19.9$      Ree.. 39.95 SALE 28.95 
Slimline'" Dynamic 
Light and comfortable, the K/l 45 
provides so much in sound quality 
and features, that it's probably 
the best stereophone ever offered 
"'in its price range. An extra-wide, 
glove-soft, vinyl headband makes 
even hours of listening float by. 
You'll enjoy the K/14?s super- 
wide range frequency response 
of 10-20,000 Hz. And through the 
1)4 inch dynamic element drivers 
in each earcup, you'll hear the 
lowest bass notes and highest 
highs with a clarity and precision 
you've never heard before. The 
K/l 45 even offers volume- 
balance controls at the base of 
each earcup. By rotating one or 
the other, you can even feel your- 
self move from one side of the 
musical group to the other. 
Indeed, once you've seen and 
heard the exciting new K/l 45 
Stereophone, you'll want to add 
one to your component system. 
Reg. 49.95 SALE 36.95 
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Dix attends 
conference 
C.B. Dix, head of the 
distributive education 
department, attended the 
annual Southern Regional 
Distributive Educational 
Conference for the Council for 
Distributive Education 
Teacher Educators held 
recently in Myrtle Beach, S.C. 
At the meeting Dix made a 
presentation on "Collegiate 
Chapter Activities for 
Teacher Competency 
Development." 
SDSBSSBSXI 
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Open forum set by CPB concert committee 
By KENT BOOTY 
Two open forum meetings 
will soon be held by the 
Campus Program Board 
concert committee to 
"determine students' musical 
interests," according to the 
committee's chairman. 
"The forum meetings are 
open to all students and will 
give them a chance to voice 
their opinions," concert 
committee chairman Craig 
Sencindiver said. "They can 
ask questions, make 
suggestions, complain..." 
The meetings will probably 
be held on consecutive nights 
"in rne near future."  s ,  
llll1 
>en- 
Parts Inc. »• *• u*m 
Winterizing Special 
All Tune Up Parts Now Reduced! 
With JMU 10  receive additional 
10% Off 
offer expires Dec. 10, W77 
ngguumnimimmnn 
x^*   UtotNtu 7-D«j Fwi Stat ^\\ 
"?*ik$ Pftefcoje Sim" 
MM RIIOHi Party Ktgi 1 W gal «WJ$ 
CUfartHts ill iraodt carteo J3f 
Strtfc't Mrtylini/lt U3 
SeilHx Matt li^ lie Biff' 6 »R Tft 
TrttrgfrU "Bttr af JOtji1'1 6 pit .TiM 
Seawidti party pic 12/12    . t%% 
RktiiigoM tttra liojht  6pk 1.69 
Caar'i Colorado Spring! Flavor IM 
Molten beer t aja Canadian hap 2.39 
UManaraa Rgnt ft dark lit 
Falls CUf "Mnfj" 6 pk Mt 
"Tka UfMo Wiooeellar Specials" 
Paal Masion-Bar) -P.Chablls-Chablii Mag. jag 
1ft 
Pad Massoo -Barg-P. Chablis CKablis Mag  
i/stfcitt; 
Paal Mnssan gift package aist. (6) botrles  
Siebal Oarman srina gift pkg. (4) botHw.15.95 
Matans Rosa Portagal Ins 2.99 
Blae Nan Sichel German Imp  3.99< 
Winamaatsr assf. flavors bsr§-roie-ckablis.X89< 
Taylors flat table wines asiorfed 1/5 1.99 
Taylors pink-red-iehHe-gold  nag Jag 2.99 \ 
Lisbfrsomilch Gorman lmp:'1/5th 199 
Frantia Champagne pink & «hHe 1.99 
RianHe Lumbrusco Italian Imp .1.99, 
Eggs Orada "A" extra large dex. 69 
Bacon Esikay pram quality lb .1.29 
Milk Sbtaaadoaks Pride 1 gal jag 1.59 
Fresb Oysters selects pt 2.79 
Thank yon for shopping with as" 
Port 
OPEN FRI SAT NIGHT 
MIDNIGHT 
SUN 9AM 10PM 
Republic JMU 
cindiver said. The dates and 
location will probably be set 
within a week, he added. 
"Quite a few" open forum 
meetings were held by the 
CPB concert committee last 
year, but attendance was 
"poor,'' Sencindiver said. The 
committee decided last week 
to again hold the forum 
meetings rather than conduct 
a music preference survey, he 
said, but a survey will be 
taken at the end of next 
semester. 
The CPB concert com- 
mittee has done several 
surveys in the past, but these 
are virtually "worthless." 
One reason the surveys are of 
little value, Sencindiver said. 
is that it is "impossible to get 
some of the acts the students 
choose as their favorites." 
However, the CPB has 
succeeded in bringing two 
bands chosen by students- 
Marshall Tucker and Hall and 
Oates--to campus this year, 
Sencindiver said. 
The concert committee is 
also "definitely pursuing" the 
possibility of bringing 
folksinger Louden Wainwright 
III to the Fine Arts Festival, 
held the third week in March, 
according to Sencindiver. 
The Fine Arts Committee 
has agreed to pay $1,000 of the 
$2,500 total expenses, but the 
concert committee said it will 
handle     the     contractual 
agreement,   tickets  and  all 
other arrangements. 
Bids have been placed to 
bring Bruce Springsteen and 
Stephen Stills here for next 
semester, Sencindiver said. 
The bids have been sent 
that's all we know." 
A tentative movie schedule 
for next semester of 24 movies 
and three "film festivals" has 
been approved by the CPB 
Executive Councif, according 
to Dave Imre, co-chairman of 
the movie committee. 
The movies include "Gone 
With The Wind," "Bad News 
Bears," "Emmanuelle," 
"The Deep" and "A Star Is 
Bora" 
Bluestone dorms sponsor can drive 
By PATTY SMITH 
The bluestone area dor- 
mitories are sponsoring a 
canned food drive for the 
Harrisonburg Salvation Ar- 
my, according to the assistant 
director of residence halls for 
the bluestone area. 
The project, which began 
Nov.       and   will   continue 
courage bluestone dormitory 
residents to have a beneficial 
impact on the community," 
bluestone director Chris 
Janosik said. In addition, "it 
encourages various dor- 
mitory halls to cooperate with 
each other and to pool their 
resources   for   community 
thusiastic d rob 
New York Style 
PIZZA 
2<r off 
FOR STUDENTS ON PIZZA 
PIES AND SANDWICHES 
WITH JMU I.D. 
(Good Mon.-Thurs.Only) 
Sun.-thurs.      11AM-12 midnight 
Fri.-Sat. 11AAA-1AM 
778 E, Market      Fast Carry Out 
"This is an intentional 
effort to be involved and we 
try to show that the university 
can have a good impact on the 
community,"   Janosik   said. 
Salvation Army Director Al 
Dutton was responsible for 
bringing the project to their 
attention, said Janosik, ad- 
Dutton was "en- 
and encouraging 
about developing a com- 
munity relationship with 
JMU." 
This is the second bluestone 
area dormitory community 
service protect, and Logan's 
Run was the first, Janosik 
said. 
Bluestone area community 
projects are originated jointly 
by Janosik and dormitory 
head residents. 
Possible future bluestone 
protects may include service 
to local nursing homes, and 
aid to the Harrisonburg 
Salvation Army Youth club 
Janosik said. 
Donations, from which 
canned foods will be pur- 
chased, or donations of 
canned goods are welcomed, 
Janosik said. 
Introducing 
The Bose Model 601. 
xvew addi^ a toon looks, any 
jSW see us ^h^^^^xS^lir^yai 
tjyou: 
We're as serious about your music 
as you are. 
i 
Whitcscl 
Music 
77 East Market Street 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801 
434-1376 
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'Marigolds9 'lean and spirited9 
(Continued from Page 4) 
a sense of waste; and 
vulnerability, but it misses 
somewhat the touch of 
"magic" that would link it to 
Beatrice's nostalgic sense of 
the past. It shows us clearly 
enough what the Hunsdorfer 
family has become, but not 
what it might have been. The 
exception is during the 
"power failure" that throws 
Beatrice and Ruth into a 
darkness transformed by 
occasional flashes of lightning 
and the beam of a flashlight. 
Here Robert Durie's ser- 
viceable lighting becomes an 
actor in the play. 
Mary Eagan's costumes 
capture Beatrice's neglect of 
her daughters on one hand and 
her twisted sense of beauty on 
the other. Janice Vickery's 
ensemble-the chewing gum, 
the pearls, the prom dress, 
and the black tie shoes-paint 
her comic character before 
she ever opens her mouth and 
lets Brooklyn out. , 
Neufeld has directed her 
actresses with a careful eye to 
their characters. Beatrice 
seems always in the process of 
rearranging her shabby life 
into new combinations of 
shabbiness, like a woman who 
would sweep the waste of her 
life under the rug but can find 
no rug big enough. 
Tillie moves timidly around 
the room as if choosing her 
path with an eye to taking 
cover behind the nearest piece 
of furniture, and Ruth, in 
contrast, goes over the fur- 
niture, not around it. While 
the lights are up, the play is 
well paced, but an excessive 
intermission and awkwardly 
long scene changes slow its 
momentum and drain its 
impact. 
The decision not to have a 
curtain call seems either 
trendy or pretentious. If the 
idea is that "the play's the 
thing" and the actors merely 
shadows, then such false 
modesty cheats the cast of 
well-deserved appreciation 
and the audience of the 
pleasure of expressing it. 
A play, after all, differs 
from a film in that the 
audience interacts with the 
players; it makes no sense to 
use an audience for its tears 
and laughter and then pretend 
the relationship never existed. 
If the idea is that a curtain 
call would destroy the play's 
illusions, then that un- 
derestimates the audience's 
intelligence and 
overestimates   the   play's 
travel counsellors, inc. 
Call us for all your travel needs 
,1774 S. Main St. H'burg        434-1796J 
ea r 
i ■■■•.■■-•« 
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MARATHON 
WMRA,   «  National   Public Radio Station Member,   in-itc* 
you  to participate   in  a  four   day   fund  raisine marathon. 
NOVEMBER   17-20 
Thursday C Ussic* Saturday.......Kock 
Friday Jazz Sunday Bluagrass 
Support   Public  Radio caH   in and  pled,.c 
703-433-6221 
703-433-632') 
^Service Parts of Harrisonburg, 
Inc. 
Wholesale Distributors 
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND EQUIPMENT 
We sell wholesale only, to all JAAU 
students. Master Charge Welcome. 
[14N.LIBERTY ST., HBURG, VA. 22801 
Phone 434-3844 434-5750 
significance. 
In any case, when the house 
lights come up and the 
audience finds itsself clapping 
at an empty stage, most of 
them will guess they have 
been watching a|play. Since it 
is a good one, sqmeone should 
take a bow. 
c* V ^ *t 
Yukon Club Beverages .....3/$l .00 
R.C. Cdla 8 pk. plus deposit $.99 
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A&P Yogurt 3/$1.00 
A&P potato Chips Twin Pack $.69 
A&P Luncheon Meats 3 oz. packs 2/$.79 
White Grapefruit  8/$l .00 
Cabbage $. 14lb. 
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Career computer helps 
(CPS)-A computer which helps students choose 
classes and careers has worked out just dandy, ac- 
cording to the designers of the system. 
Based on the findings of a two-year filed test and 
evaluation of the System of Interactive Guidance and 
Information at six colleges, Educational Testing 
Service researchers fould that the system does what it 
was designed to do-enable individuals to make in- 
formed and rational decisions about career goals and 
college courses of instruction needed to fulfill those 
goals through use of a computer. 
Students say that the system is easy to work with. 
They feed information about their own values, in- 
terests, perceptions, abilities, preferences and plans 
into the computer by way of a Keyboard. The system 
responds on a cathoderay tube with information and 
other assistance in career decision-making. 
During this interaction, the student considers such 
major questions as what satisfactions he may want 
from an occupation and what occupations fit these 
demands. 
He also evaluates his chances for success in 
preparing for any occupation he chooses . and plans 
steps to take in entering that occupation. 
Max Factor ad protested 
(CPS)-Members of Women Against Violence in 
Pornography and Media are protesting the ad cam- 
paign for a new cosmetic made by Max Factor and Co. 
The hype for the company's newest moisturizer is in 
the form of giant blue and white billboards which say 
"Warning! A pretty face isn't safe in this city. Fight 
back with self-defense." 
The "self-defense"Max Factor refers to is the name 
of the face cream. The women's group believes that the 
billboard message makes light of the very serious 
problem of rape and assault faced by women. 
"It is dismaying and infuriating to see an ad 
campaign which exploits violence toward and assault 
upon, women for commercial purposes. The ad 
capitalizes on the threat of battery and rape of women. 
In addition, it uses and perpetuates the myth that only 
pretty women are objects of violence," according to a 
spokesman for the group. 
The group plans to fight Max Factor's $1 million 
campaign with letters and tapes to the company, 
publicizing reaction and boycotting Max Factor 
products. 
'v^uwU^,>.v.-.,..,r«...»,..>.>r 
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Elementary skiing class 
part of 'lifetime sports9 
v» 
By BRUCE OSBORNE 
An elementary skiing class 
costing $70 will be offered the 
first block next semester as 
part of the "lifetime sports" 
program of the physical 
education department here. 
The price includes 42 hours 
of instruction at the 
Massanutten ski slopes, which 
would regularly cost more 
than $400. Included in the cost 
are life tickets, ski equipment 
and lessons by certified in- 
structors from the 
Massanutten ski school. 
Students who have their own 
equipment will not receive a 
discount, according to Dr. 
John Haynes, who engineered 
the set-up with Massanutten. 
Students have to provide 
their own transportation to 
and from the classes at 
Massanutten, and the trip 
takes approximately 25 
minutes by car. There will be 
no cancellation of classes for 
rain, but in case there is a lack 
of snow, the classes will meet 
at Godwin Hall on Friday 
afternoons, Haynes said. 
Interested students will be 
able to register next semester 
for one of four time periods. 
The classes will meet two 
times a week for three hours 
on either Mondays and 
Wednesdays or Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. 
Students will need to arrive 
at Massanutten one half hour 
before the class starts in order 
to obtain equipment, ac- 
cording to Haynes. 
This class is primarily 
designed for beginning to 
intermediate level skiers and 
will be worth two semester- 
hours of credit. Higher level, 
"self-taught" skiers may sign 
up for the course if they feel 
they wish to learn the proper 
techniques. Expert skiers 
should not register for the 
class, Haynes said. There are 
plans now for giving advanced 
classes next fall if the interest' - 
is great enough. 
The "American Teaching 
Method" will be used to in- 
struct students. This method 
includes beginning with 
shortef-than-average       skis ff^ 
the skis as individual ability 
increases. 
Beginners start by learning 
how to walk on skis, then they 
progress through simple turns 
and sharp turns and finally to 
parallel skiing. This method 
makes it easy to classify 
students because of the 
standardized skills involved. 
The course also includes 
videotaped critiques, 
supervised practicing on the 
slopes, introductions to racing 
and freestyle skiing, and a few 
lectures to be held at the 
Massanutten lodge. 
Students will be required to 
take a skills test and a written 
exam at the end of the course. 
Those who audit the course 
will be expected to fulfill all of 
the requirements except for 
the final evaluations. 
The first meeting of the 
classes will be at Massanutten 
when there will be an orien- 
tation and the $70 fee will be 
collected. 
Haynes encourages in- 
terested students to begin 
individual conditioning 
programs early in order to 
enhance enjoyment of the 
sport and to reduce the risk of 
injury. A conditioning 
program for skiing should 
concentrate on increasing the 
strength of the legs, abdomen, 
and lower back, and should 
include some type of en- 
durance exercise such' as jogging,       he said. 
These classes are "for 
people who want to learn or 
improve their skiing ability, 
not for those who just want a 
cheap way to ski." There are 
no comparable skiing courses 
offered at any other schools in 
the southeast   he said. 
 S skis down the , nes«l5yT*^ "^ 
Ptrato by Bill Baiwvili 
Announcements 
Announcement 
deadlines are 3 p.m. 
Tuesday for the Friday 
paper and 3 p.m. Friday 
for the Tuesday paper. 
All announcements 
must be double-spaced 
typed, signed by an 
officer of the 
organization and hand 
delivered to The 
Breeze office. 
All announcements 
are subject to editing 
and are printed on a 
space-available   basis. 
4 
Phi Beta Lairtbda        Cross with caution 
Phi Beta Lambda will meet 
behind Harrison Hall at 3rS 
p.m. to leave for Charlt 
Town Race Track. Directions 
will be given .out at this time. 
The Christmas party will be 
Dec. 2. Stationery sale orders 
are expected by Dec. 5. 
Cross with caution! Con- 
cerned individuals remind 
JML students to observe 
marked crosswalks and to be 
cautious and courteous to 
motorists when crossing the 
street. Don't dare the driver to 
hit vmi-he just might! 
Shakespeare play 
"A Mid Summer Night's 
Dream," by William 
Shakespeare, will be 
presented by the drama 
students at Mary Baldwin 
College Nov. 18-w in Francis 
Auditorium on the campus. 
Tickets will be on sale 
today in the auditorium from 
3-5:30 p.m. To order tickets 
call 885-0611. 
Science seminar        Bread for the World 
Dr. J.R. Roberts of the 
National Bureau of Standards 
will present a seminar on 
"Collision Rate Coefficient 
Measurements on the MBS 
Theta Pinch" Nov. 21 at 4 p.m. 
in Miller 109. Refreshments 
will be served at 3:30 p.m. in 
Miller 120. 
German course 
The non-credit Continuing 
Education course in con- 
versational German now 
offered Monday nights from 
6:30-8:30 p.m. in Keezell 103 
will be continued until the end 
of the fall semester. Those 
interested in attending the 
class should join it now. 
Betty Barrett, a member of 
the national board of directors 
for Bread For the World, will 
speak on "World Hunger: 
What is our Response- 
Ability?" Nov. 20 at 8\6.m. in 
roomD of the campus center. 
Bikes needed 
The Panhellenic and IFC 
councils will have an Exercise 
Bike-A-Thon Jan. 16-17 from 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the first floor 
of the campus center. Anyone 
having access to an exercise 
bicycle please call 6356 or 4581 
or write Box 4283 or Box 4237. 
Flute show   - 
The music department and 
the flute club will sponsor a 
lecture and slide presentation 
given by David Shorey, Music 
and Instrument Curator of the 
Library of Congress, Nov. 18 
at 4 p.m. in Duke M-209. 
Shorey will show slides and 
will lecture primarily about 
the Dayton C. Miller Flute 
Collection which is housed 
at the Library of Congress and 
is one of the largest collections 
of its kind in the world. For 
more information call 6107. 
Trade paperbacks     from 
Students and faculty may 
share in the paperback ex- 
change in the new books and 
browsing room (room 106) in 
the library. The exchange is 
located on the bookcases 
between the entry doors to 106 
and the fireplace and operates 
oh a "Bring one, Take 
one" basis. Contributions 
will not be property-stamped 
so they will not need to be 
checked at the security station 
at the library's exit 
Christian concert 
A Christian concert will be 
held in Blackwell Auditorium 
Nov. 19 at 7:30 p.m Vinnie 
James and the group "Spirit 
Renewed" will sing. The 
concert is sponsored by 
Catholic Campus Ministries. 
Planetarium show 
The new planetarium show, 
"The Christmas Star," will be 
shown every Thursday night 
from Nov. 24 to Dec. 22 at 7 
and 8 p.m. 
Papers not saved 
The Campus Post Office 
will not hold newspapers 
received during the 
Thanksgiving break. 
Dance 
The national broadcasting 
honor society, Alpha Epsilon 
Rho, will sponsor a dance 
Nov. 20 from 8-12 p.m. The 
band will be "South Side of the 
Sky" and cost is 50 cents. 
Play auditions 
Auditions will be held for 
"The Empty Cradle" Nov. 19- 
20 in Blackwell Auditorium 
1-4 p.m. The play, 
written and directed by Deb 
Semple, will be presented in 
the Wampler Experimental 
Theatre Jan. 25-28. 
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* Did you know that it costs $359,142 per year to heat your room? 
' 4 \ 
* Did you know that it   costs $85,478 per year to have fresh ^ater? 
\ 
Did you know that it costs $359,036 per year to light your roorn? 
\ 
Do you want to help slow down the escalating room costs on campus? 
Follow these simple guidelines to cut cost V 
1. Sunshine-let it in.   Keeping shades up and draperies open during the day helps 
heat your room.  At night, close them for added insulation. 
2. Radiators and supply registers-don't let furniture or drapes block off a radiator 
or supply register. 
3. Make sure all water faucets are cut off completely.  One drop of leaking water 
per second adds up to about 200 gallons a month. 
4. The corridor and public area windows should be checked to see that they 
are kepf in the closed position, when the building is in the heating mode. 
5. Turn off TV, Radio, or stereo when no one is watching of or listening. 
Help your self have a BRIGHTER Future! 
Sophomore class 
All sophomores interested 
in serving on their class 
committee should contact the 
S.G.A. office, phone 6376 or 
6560. There is now only one 
member so contact the S.G.A. 
office and help out your class. 
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A KAPPA SIGMA service project to James Madison University 
**************** 
Beauty PaCace 
438 N Mason 
Com by and 
id w oatofcij you 
ALL PRECISION CUTS AND 
STYLES FOR MEN AND 
WOAAEN,STOP BY OR CALL 
FOR AN APPOINTMENT 
433-8845 
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Hormone is for birth control 
<CF\S>--A synthetic hor- 
mone is routinely oeing 
prescribed for use as a con- 
traceptive, although its use 
was rejected for approval by 
the Federal Drug Ad- 
ministration, according to the 
Institute for the Study of 
Medical Ethics. 
Depo-Provera. 
manufactured by the Upjohn 
r 
TYPING 
Call Mrs. Price 
14 years 
Experience 
828-6941 
75' a BO'/page I 
"Welcome JMU 
Students" 
IA HACIENDA 
^   Finest Mexican & American Food   . 
eT       ——————————____| 
W OFF Any Combination Plate t\ 
Mexican ami American Beer 
*»m 1H1 Fri-$tt 11-M  Kt tl SMHI   Harristubiirj t Statito* Only 
more lor less. 
Tidttmcsrcctweri crliertnort power 
wittvless d^birAioii-forlcsiiDoiicij. 
There are seven.taodtls- 
otve ior every bucket. 
Whitesel Music 
We're as serious about your music 
as you are 
77 East Market Street 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801 
434-1376 
Company, had been approved 
by the FDA for the treatment 
of uterine cancer However 
alter evidence showed that it 
has caused tumors in test 
animals and higher rates of 
cervical cancer and possible 
sterility in women, its use as a 
contraceptive was refused 
Nonetheless, the institute 
claims that DepoJ>rovera is 
still widely administered by 
physicians.   More   than 90 
percent ol the women are not 
being told that its use is ex- 
perimental or of possible side 
effects and did not sign a 
consent form, the institute 
says. 
More than 75 percent of the 
women given the hormone are 
minorities, and the institute 
believes that the drug's high 
incidence of use among 
minority groups suggests 
population control. 
Sturm presents childhood program 
Dr. John Sturm, interim 
director of the Anthony- 
Seeger Campus School, at- 
tended the recent Northeast 
Regional Meeting of the 
National Association of 
Laboratory Schools. 
Sturm presented a 
program on the Anthony - 
Seeger early childhood and 
elementary school programs 
with emphasis on laboratory 
school innovations and 
building utilization. 
Laboratory school ad- 
ministrators and teachers 
from New Jersey, New York 
and Virginia attended the 
meeting which was held at 
Canon State College in 
Clarion, Pennsylvania. 
UNIVERSITY 
MARKET 
jr-ujjji wmm JUMPI viam 
vuaum 
ua WWN $&$[& &jN> 
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Publish or perish: peer pressure or administrative? 
(Continued from Page 1) 
biology  department; 
however, he added, "with a 
full teaching load, there's not 
much time for research." 
A "lack of graduate 
students to help in research" 
isalsoa problem, according to 
McGee. 
One faculty member in the 
history department said a 
"lack of money, facilities and 
release time to do research 
literally forces you to do 
shoddy research.' 
A communication arts 
faculty member commented 
that with   the  "increased 
firessure" toward more 
requent publication and the 
lack of time and money, the 
"fearful might take short- 
cuts." s 
Some faculty members 
contacted said they were 
"impressed" by the research 
currently coming out of the 
university. 
In the psychology depart- 
ment, according to McGee, 
some faculty members are 
"constantly publishing in 
national publications and 
delivering papers at national 
conferences." 
Research, according to 
Stanton, should be done to 
"enhance" classroom per- 
formance. Textbooks "are at 
best outdated, at worst ob- 
solete," he said. 
"Scholarly achievement" 
as a criterion for faculty 
promotion and tenure is 
complicated and difficult to 
make standard for all 
university departments, 
Stanton said. 
"There is no substitute for 
peer evaluation" in 
establishing the emphasis 
placed on publication and 
evaluation of the "scholarly 
achievement" record of a 
professor being considered for 
advancement, he said. 
department establish stan- 
dards and provide this "peer 
evaluation, according to Dr. 
Jack Williams, head of the 
sociology, anthropology and 
social work department. 
One problem the com- 
mittee faces is that in some 
disciplines it is difficult to 
publish. Often, in these fields, 
there are only five or six 
"highly   competitive" 
riodicals which can choose 
tween 400-500 articles for 
each issue, according to 
Williams. In sociology "it is 
almost impossible to publish 
trash." 
In departments where it is 
difficult to get published other 
standards might be used to 
determine "scholarly 
achievement," according to 
Williams. As examples, he 
cited "delivering a paper" at 
a conference or convention, or 
professional consultation 
within the community. 
In other fields, however, 
there are numerous 
publications with low stan- 
dards which make it ex- 
tremely easy to get published, 
according to one faculty 
member interviewed.     In 
some   fields, 
submitted   is 
said. 
any   article 
published,   he 
"It is difficuult to be 
judgemental" about the 
research published in these 
journals, according to 
Trelawny, because "when 
working on the edge of 
knowledge," what seems 
unimportant today "might be 
proven otherwise in 20 years." 
Deciding whether 
numerous publications in 
"second rate" periodicals or 
fewer articles published in 
"first-rate"periodicals are 
more important is one 
decision which must be made 
within each department, 
Stanton said. 
Many of the faculty 
members interviewed said 
that both the highly- 
competitive  and   crowded 
state of "high esteem" 
periodicals and the numerous 
"self-perpetuated" second- 
rate periodicals are largely 
the result of the "publish or 
perish" policy at some in- 
stitutions. 
Some schools, according to 
Williams, have faculty 
members wno work as full- 
time researchers. These 
professors are judged solely 
on the amount of publication 
they receive, he said. 
Often, at these schools, 
"the student is an in- 
convenience     which     the 
professor has to put up with in 
order to pick up his 
paycheck," he said, adding, 
that this is an "inconvenience 
which will never occur at 
JMU." 
Often, nod 
>ever published 
research   is 
because  of 
this   "publish   or   perish 
mentality," Williams said. 
Another problem involved 
with establishing emphasis on 
publication is the different 
departmental facilities 
needed to do research, 
Stanton said. As an example, 
he cited mathematics, which 
essentially requires a black- 
board and chalk; and physics, 
which requires an extensive 
laboratory. 
IATC HOCK SKATE 
Saturday Night November 19th 
skating to live rock music! 
SRATETOUJN - USA SSSSi 
The Fabric Shop 
The Largest Selection in the Valley 
Notions-Trims- Butterick   and   Simplicity 
Burlap-Felt Patterns 
This Ad & Student ID 
Saves 10% an sale items 
91 1f. Main Stra«t   NOW! 
Harrmmburi, Virginia 
434-5663 
I 
. Famous 90l ccaaflErtr bamgrasmwith tm- 
pTovcdfcass wproductr 
We're as serious about your music 
as you are. 
Whitcsel 
Music 
77 East Market Street 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801 
434-1376 
i 11 < ■  •. f  •, 
Jrr Us You'll Like Us 
DISCOUNT 
CAMERA 
SHOP 
ONE DAY PICTURE 
PROCESSING SERVICE 
•EXCEPT WEEKENDS- 
\All Types Batteries Films Flashbulbs 
\NlKON-KODAK-CANON-VIVITAR 
OL YMPUS-PENTAX-YASHICA 
HANIMEX-POLAROID CAMERAS 
Complete Darkroom Supplies 
ALL AT Phone 434-8272 
187 N. Main St. 
Harrisonburg, Va. 
What's so special      I 
about John and Pam? 
Plenty. John and Pam are our newest haircutters, 
and here's why were so pleased, number one-- 
they're competent, number two--they're generous. 
From now until November 30. just bring along this 
ad. and they'll give you a $10 haircut for $8, a 
$12.50 haircut for $10. Why not call now for an 
appointment? See for yourself just what's so special 
about John and Pa ml 
HNonerc 
434-1010 
107 S. MAIN, HARRISONBURG, VA 
•Vi'AVjVAvVA'-f.-* '-*••".'.'.'.' .♦.».• '.'.''A .'■.'>.' *»».:'< *'*t •/''/'!>';;';'•'.'//;':' :'.•'•<• <•.'-•-     - ™.™"! 
It's your own hand. Use ft 
to examine your breasts once 
a month. If you should find a 
lump or thickening, see your 
doctor. 
Remember the earlier 
the diagnosis and treatment. 
the better the chances of cure. 
Society 
Auto repair column: THE BREEZE. Friday, November 18, 1977, Page 13 
Replacing air, PCV filters can be easy 
By W.L. O'Neill-Engineering 
Department 
Automotive   Division,   Fram 
Corporation 
Two of the most easily 
replaced items under your 
hood are the air filter and the 
pollution control system filter, 
both located inside the air 
cleaner housing. 
The air filter cleans ap- 
proximately 10,000 gallons of 
air for every gallon of fuel you 
use. From the moment a new 
filter is put into service it 
begins to trap dust and dirt, 
and as its lite progresses it 
gradually restricts the flow of 
air, acting as a choke. This 
poor "breathing" can reduce 
gas mileage, cause hard 
starting and poor per- 
formance. Also, it pollutes the 
air. 
In most cases, the air filter 
should   be   changed   every 
10,000 miles, even sooner if the 
car has been operated in dusty 
conditions. 
Changing the filter is easy. 
Lift the hood and remove the 
wing nut from the top of the 
air cleaner. There is no need 
to remove the entire air 
cleaner from the carburetor, 
just the top cover. Some 
covers have hoses attached. 
These are easily removed. 
With the cover off, lift out 
the old filter element. A 
general visual inspection and 
a quick test will tell if it needs 
replacement. Holding a bare 
light bulb inside the air filter 
is a good way to tell if the 
element is clogged. If you see 
light brightly, all the way 
around it, it may still be 
serviceable. But if the folded 
paper is dark and you can 
barely see light, or if bright 
light appears in spots   or in 
r— HOdcxoo -■ 
OS 
This fine authentic English 
Fish and Chips house also 
features delicious Colonial 
Fried Chicken, man sized 
submarines at modest prices. 
Be sure to try beer on tap, a 
lager and lime or coleslaw 
made fresh daily. 
815 E. Market St.,  Harrisonbura 
433-87W 
Convenient Drive-Up Window 
Call Ahead For Fast 
Take Out Service 
—COUPON ■ 
FRIGID?? 
Tlwn warm up with a pair of free 
P0UUNAS. If the last two digits of 
your Social Security number falls 
between our lucky warm-up number 
V0U WIN!!! 
'   ■   . ■,, 
■■ v. 
THIS WEEKS NUMBER IS 
>1 
***T* 
-* ».* *.» 
1 
Mtf NUMBER EACH WEEK 
WOOLEN HAND KNITTED INDOOR 
OUTDOOR SHOE SOCK 
DIRECT FROM COLOMBIA. 
fiaUrii International Shop 
601/2 W Elizabeth 
'y'j '• '< V* '»'i V.•»<» V« V« »V»      ^T",«'.'.W.ViVA'.V.WWWI 
one or more of the folds of 
pleats, replace it. Regardless 
of appearance, it is good to 
replace it after no more than 
one year's service. 
While you are installing the 
air filter, you may find 
another small filter in the air 
cleaner alongside the air 
filter. This is a crankcase 
ventilation system filter.  If it 
appears dirty, change it too. 
It is inexpensive andessential 
to the   removal  of  harmful 
vapors and condensation from 
inside the engine. 
After replacement of these 
parts, reinstall the air cleaner 
cover and tighten the wing 
nut. But not too tight; just 
snug. Reconnect the vent 
hoses and you are all set. 
Swanson included in 'Who's Who' 
Dr. Carl Swanson, coor- 
dinator of* the counselor 
education program and 
assistant to the Rector of 
Emmanuel Episcopal Church, 
has been selected for inclusion 
in "Who's Who in Religion," 
1978 Edition. 
Swanson is chairman of the 
Virginia Licensure Board of 
Professional Counselors and 
has held twelve state, regional 
and national professional 
offices during the past four 
years. He has also had 
numerous journal articles and 
professional manuals 
published including the book 
"Legal and Ethical Concerns 
in Counseling." He is on the 
board of the Pear Street 
Center and the Harrisonburg - 
Rockingham Substance Abuse 
Advisory Committee. 
No danger in powdered protein 
(Continued from Page 1) 
going through caffein 
detoxification" because her 
sugar or caffein intake was 
cut back under the porgram, 
Dolan said. 
The food taken under the 
program is a "purer form of 
food" than the body is used to 
and, since "the body always 
accepts" the purer food, the 
rest is expelled through_the_ 
\eet Your 
liver and kidneys, Dolan said. 
The detoxification period, 
which sometimes results in 
temporary dizziness, 
weakness or headaches, 
normally lasts one or two days 
and is usually experienced 
within three to five days of the 
start of the program, Dolan 
said, adding that sometimes it 
takes one to two weeks to 
reach the detoxification stage. 
Green's 
South Main Laundry 
And Dry Cleaning 
1596 S. Main St. 
Next to S.H. Green Stamp Store 
434-V554 
Uw 
Oof problems? 
Feel like someone's 
on year case? 
Fool harassed? 
The Breeze may be able 
to help pa out! 
If>» »ui Mf /# ftHtif 
* th tttftm tfttmrihk), 
write Follow-up 
4    care of The Breeze, WIM-Price BIIMIM 
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fetters atid sciences 
is 
_: Continued tro'iii l'.m«-.1.[ • 
',iti< 1 i J.-tlcr.iIur<'>> were Von. 
Veined. Mat ■ihVc.r-ealior.-irt a 
■i.m(/i.i■'■ on the math, depart   .' 
::., rrt a' alt;"" >.udl>r  William ■ 
-S:iii<4»'T.V  •  'head       of ,    the 
\ader to take -oil ofiganizetl spotts 
'•'.ll'alph   Naders.-'   new   con 
__±i»iii'Uir!Ji eetinn Rroim. Fight'. 
sdtlWhwWhM Wit*   ' •■iM.1rhrniMrir--.rt,.|l,,r(lii.Mit u, Advance the Nation s spoils • 
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) 
- 
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■ 
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—*•—-r 
cording    to    Qr     Kli^ii'i-tli 
-   Neatrour      he'.'.d     "of       the 
department      'Hut    -w-   lia\v 
U>en assured, that liberal arts 
■'will remain as the tradition oi 
the u.niv <Ts'it\.'     . 
r   '    ■■ Foreign : languages, and 
literatures   are   art   intrinsic 
..-part  .   .oi   the    li.lieral' lirts 
'.'tradition,     she- said      These 
cores   will    ['••mam    in-, the 
College      ot      Letter-. 
-Sciences " 
!>r V\ illiam . I'allahan 
philosophy department head 
said that while the most 
"direr! ihange""'was the 
change in name, indirectly the 
change «ill "give • more 
visibility or prestige In all 
departments in the college " 
.IMt has a commitment 
!"■! i arts -education- as 
\yofl as pr'nfes'' irintfl -< pools 
he said. ."Since niosi of the 
gom/ial studies t nurses file m 
.'.•■   .'. eJcollH-. illl' hopetullv   It 
'ih'e wriel it" 
-tud-'iits .'•      ■ . • 
.   -   Most   students   under,'   the 
school   1'me  Arts   alldt'onv. .. 
tnunic^tion.  take   a  cultural', 
-.math course. Simders'said   It 
ici'di-d the department would 
draw        up    new    course-- 
designed to mfeel the'needs ot 
the new school's stirdenls. hut 
.samlets said .he thought Ihe 
•cultural' math course already 
accomplishes    I his    purpose 
I 'urination, ot. the new 
school was''a good change a 
l>art of the growth of the 
school," 'according to Or 
William Nelson.- head of Un- 
political science and 
geography department The - 
remaining departments are 
•• (letter o'ff because there will 
1>c fewer departments . and 
lower rang.fii'ill  interest"  in •■ 
with 
h..-   (j.Ilege   of    Letters 'j.ii.id     •' the new college, he said    ■ 
sciences n will have a central •    •        | a,„ , stH, ,,vhrrt, ;f,lv,)n(. 
role   in.  !he    total    ertmpu"-        would 0C    disadvantage^ b\ 
education program •    this change " Nelson said  "it 
:.  "I   'Ion I   sec   any   great        should bean improvement 
;.   oxgani/.ed . 
'traditional Nader lacties 
Tackling, 'organized sports* 
wjll    be    Nader's,' biggest 
„. challenge to date .Sports fans 
are a diverse'grOUp but have 
. imething in.conimori -they are 
jinikies about sports Like all 
|imk'ie-s. They have passively 
paid the rising costs ol their 
addiction.--so   passively    lhal 
.,. the. average  Ian  may  even 
tiially be priced out   of   the 
arena 
NaderS challenge will be to 
convince passi\e fans to 
bi'come  militant.' FANS" 
'Five Seasons* : 
,    (Continued from I'age :>i 
there is Ha\ Searborough. 
former pitcher. turned scout 
lor the California Angels, who 
combs the  hush-leagngs «ind 
The  major  goal, ol  nV: coil 
:, Hiiffl'rBtfiHl; .'"^ P1! p" r»-lawe-tl- 
-ticket   .prives,    bwt— f4—i-s'-~. 
imestionablc "ii   sport-s   en 
thusiast.s->-wlt  IH'   willing   to 
■taclies -'and  . 
bo\cott        li 
'apply   Nader 
conduct       a 
necessary 
-     Another. FANS   chalJeng.e 
v
 will  be lo destroy   the  myth 
.that   sports . is   a   ruin-profit 
entity    Television  network 
revenues for last seal'- alone 
were $t»5fi million according lo 
the group  Football fans pay... 
the highest iicket prices, an 
a\ crage of S!» «7 and as high as 
* 11 
• ■Sports is a monopoly ' in- 
dustry, accordingly .)un'.Ford 
of   FAN'S   headquarters . in 
Washington'   DC    and   "like > 
buok. companion i 
pinion and   life-long  friend 
devoted to baseball per 
sonalities significant for one 
reason or another: 
' all    monopolies1 ,it ' breeds 
.'..a.rriig.incu  ju     1'ui.d"' ...has:- 
-proposeil- tlial FANS alU'iiipt—- 
in i uib"flia't" ai'1'in'..i.nee' by " 
di'iuauiliiiK |"iblic--«lisclusw^-- - 
pi pTtrtits '   . '.   . 
The consumer group has 
already begun ..a campaign 
against the National Football 
League to regulate next year s 
ticket prices by imposing a 
coiling that, would tie lower 
than this- years highes't 
prices 
The public pays lor sports 
whether or not they attend 
s[x>rt.s events, according to the 
group     For   example,   the 
.Washington Hedskins sladiuni ■ 
was built  with public  funds 
Tickets are sold on a seasonal 
basis   \with     corporations 
buying   up   huge   blocks   ol 
seats Ten thousand members, 
ol the. taxpaying public are on . 
a waiting, list for seats 
' Another example ol public. 
inaX'cessability        is    .  TV 
blackouts  of local  games  in 
• Rhythm Section pleasing 
. . 
'•</ontinuVd from Page 1) 
(he Alla.Mla Rhythm Section   -' 
trademark song.     Another 
Vlan.'s Woman    ' 
Nope of the band members 
go overlxjiird'during concert 
appearances, but they tease 
the spectator enough to make 
hi in beg lor more 
(in a recent tour with 
Kansas the Rhythm Section. 
chose their best song*, notably 
"Sky High ' "Dorayille." "So 
Info Sou" and Free Spirit." 
and .expanded, them in' a 
mainier that consistently, held 
the crowd's attention 
All solos were catchy and 
. 'far from boring   Considering- 
many popular   bands  today. 
—   -  -that )V arravhiovinnpnt  
The Atlanta .Hhythni 
Section Cpines to play, not to 
. ; show off They have a distinct 
yet variable sound that is sure 
to please even the most 
selective concert fah 
Their albums are fine in 
dicators of ttie band's talents, 
•but their forte is their ability 
saiidlols lor raw. unrefined 
baseball .§ talent Finally, 
there is the saddening account 
ol Steve Hlass. a World Series. 
hen! lor Ihe Pirates in '71. the 
IK'SI pitcher in haseliall in '72 
who was suddenly, inex- 
plicabiy,.washed-up in "73jdue_ 
to a.complete-+6s:s of control, 
semi attributt$d to a hidden 
(ear of success 
This is a book meant to be 
\\v meet  Max.   Here and       many   cities.   This  denies   a 
Don.  devoted  Hetroit  Tigers 
baseball fans lor 4o.ixld years, 
diawn together as friends by 
fh
'«'ir mutal emotional stimuli 
to play well when pressured delved into and pondered over 
b\ an eager crowd 
' The Atlanta Rhythm 
Section, with special, guest 
Point Blank, should surely 
send' feel (iixlwin Hall 
audience home with nothing 
but positive.thoughts,. • 
i^M>ii m ' Hby ** ■ ■|^»** 
slowlj,' and thoughtfully. 
allowing Angell to share with 
US his continuous discoveries 
ol the mysteries and marvels 
of this   game he loves. 
It is. as the title suggests. 
not just:a book, but a com 
r I 
i I { 
I 
I I 
large segment  ot  the public 
from any access to a sporting 
event, according to the con 
sumei group 
All Day Fun! • 
-     ■ 
Sundays 
2:30-7:00 pm 
discount with 
college ID 
jSKATETOWN-USA -, 
We've get 
what vou want. 
^iggZZZZ 
At Bonanza, we'ue got great steahs, 
all the soup and salad you can eat, and 
Fft£E refills on all your drinks. 
At prices you ran handle. 
So come and see us at Bonanza and 
haue a great meal at a low price. 
OPEN  11:00 a.m. - <h00-p.ni.  Sunday -Thursday 
11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.  Friday - Saturday 
$24 £. Marhtt St. Harrisonburg 
q 
! 
14-Karat Gfild With'"A Serpentine Twist 
Serpentine chains, the fashion favorite^ 
Elegant neckchairis to be worn alone or in 
'•••-'.    groups.'.15-mch length. $19 95, The 
bracelet makes a fashionable complement to 
her strap"w>a4Ch   $9 95   A brighudea 
-   in'pierced earrings. $14 95.. _' 
.    Convenient Terms,   Layaway And 
Major Credit Cards' 
'.   - -    :J,     ■    ' j ,-■ 
Stajdenf Accounts Invited 
•/« s' 'M;np Street 
ll.iii isonliime,   Va V so 
.    9 ■ 
■ -. , , nil   i'.iu:i-:/J ' .'.j-VrriaV 
' --*        -       •■    . A ** .. ■* 
'Marigolds9 like a termrium, mesmerises 
November wr:i*»77  Page-i.-.>>\ -      ... 
t?»,',. 
'((inlii)iit'(l 'fniinI'age. I)    ' 
UMIIHI'II which the characters- 
particularly     in   'rrg.irds    (o ' 
Viiuly   .HI ^invalid    although 
the jwo daughters-'could pass , 
tor >ountt*M . thafi TfTe\     ;"t'if-i• y 
supposedi'to hi*        ■ ■■■■'" ;.lni;l)liI;ITi7'(l    so   to- speak. '.ig.uus.t thV dark background • 
of ihr wui Iri 51     Mangolds 
allowing us tn pick .out their 
basic ouahties.   despite their ... 
pervading; strangeness ,: -H/volting   character,   ohlv 
Although generally termed        Occasionally    muddled     in 
play,    several- ^-direction      In  the  beginning- 
tln; ,oml^   of ...sentences''. |ust 
often'enhhgh to he botherslme. 
Heatnce, (Helen Stoltzfus 
sots "the play■■'<; proper tone and 
a *Mj«KtrtMv brash  and IS 
are punc 
humorous 
properly 
•keep .the. 
emotional -scenes 
tualod    by    I nie 
perlormances 
.   pcrlornied    whi< 
show in'balance 
Ml the players turn m 
notable performances. The 
age difterences, ol the 
charaiToi's are handled well 
ho   overplaying 
although    they 
into being more 
both   tor   them 
audience as the 
-.     , 
she' and  (he. two  .daughters 
si'iiwtH -to 
lheir    roles 
settled down 
comfortable 
and lor the 
show progressed 
Beatrices       telephone 
conversations    were    well- 
Kaccd and convincing despite 
er tendency   to talk   to the 
audiepce rather than into the 
phone,   a    tact    made   more 
noticeable  by   the  way   she 
\    texthnrfk    writteni   by        cradled the phone a gams! her 
\la>m.rd 1-ilter, head of  the  _...JJlxk  ,vh(.re poor  Mr   Good-: 
speech       !'athoog>      ^m^   ,^ ,;)Uid  PsairL.Vh    have 
^   heard av-ord 
 Beatrice carried'herself 
Filter text 
published 
recently published by Charles 
,'f'homa.s 
entitled: 
disorder's 
Kdiicator; 
The   textbook    is~ 
"Communication 
A Handbook.lor, 
convincing 
'.Moth sides ot Ruth s Susan 
I'.urrcll i character were 
allowed to develop and neither'' 
was permitted fo obscure the 
other Allowing her sisterly 
-.instincts to come through but 
not enough to dilute her role 
as ;the crazy'.' requires much 
concentration, which Burrell 
amply displays. 
Tillie i Linda Garben, 
delivers a fine performance as 
the frightened, shy girl in-, 
(crested in science despite her 
mothers hostility to the 
suhiect,and school in general' 
Our sympathies are.to lie 
with Tillie. although she was 
careful not {©.overdo it so as to 
break the imaginary barrier 
between' the world of 
■ Marigolds "and'the audience 
by drawing.us into it 
Instead. We. must continue ' 
to took at. the action from the Stelluto>. the cat boiler, d 
throughout the. performance/ 
the intended reaction. 
—lT^lQ53I^'rtn,Z3f +h,>. nu)sl 
difficult   roles ^V- ttfal '-o'f. 
Nanny       'Allison  f'haudet', 
who was MI convincing that J, 
lx'g;ih.towonder   whether the 
hete: ot   thank* "to   Famelot 
Nursing Home in the program 
was for them lending one of 
their patients to the show ' 
Without a single iine> 
Nanny makes a tremendous 
impact on stage, and for- 
tunately resi^fc' the temp- 
tation to draw further at- 
tention to herself with gags 
and- belches, keeping them 
very low-keyed and almost 
silent •'.- -.', 
Stooped over and carrying 
the burden of her years in- 
correct fashion, she betrayed 
her age only . once, when 
pushing aside a curtain rather 
■ 'spritefully on one  entrance 
Although appearing only 
briefly, the much talked about 
Janice   Vicken'   'Georgia 
preceedmg scenes-' • 
• .The  Combined   effects   of 
her ■- coVtttfne, -«-fi-Hic-ul'Oti* '- 
"gT^iTfeTTalTrt^hTioxlous -New 
York accent make. Vickers s      • 
briol   scene   : $ side-spfitti'ng' ' 
excursion 
Lighting. particularly the 
blue .lights which faff upon 
Tillie. arid the way the front of 
the stage is lighted when ohTj 
Tillie and Beatrice are- on '.'■"•.' \ 
stage is Elective', adding to 
the mood and feeling ol 
"Marigolds." 
The theme of establishing 
an Invisible barrier between 
•the audience and   the  stage 
gets carried to the extreme by 
the lack of a curtain call 
The audience, after wit- 
nessing such an outstanding 
'performance,. demands the 
appearance of the players for 
one moye-*rjund of applause 
"Marigolds" an " ex- 
,ceptibiial show with strong 
directing and acting, should 
rank as one-of the best JML' 
- 
tt-H- 
... Theatre^ offering!*' -this   year 
It   will   continue   through / 
Sunday, night   in   Latimer- 
Shaeffer.Theatre. 
.    /- 
well in gestures, stage action 
and vocal delivery although a 
New^'ork accent'appeared at 
j«coo5«ccoo«occooooocooo*&oecoc«ooococccco^ 
THE 600V SHOP 
I   Ladies Dexter Boots 
"The Purple fti§in$'\ 
bb t. Market St. Harrisenburg 
..'.       -."•; 
m 
outside.-some.wha! det;iched delightful,   character'   who 
As      a •   consequence      the        provides   a    welcome    relief 
audience   is   made., uneasv       trom the rntenseness ot  the 
.     ."•-'-:.. 
--v- ' 
SGA delays student-facility evaluation handbook 
. (Continued from I'age li 
responses trom the rest ol the 
faculty. 
In other SGA business, the 
curriculum and instruction 
committee of the Faculty 
Senate is . supporting a 
reduction of the- class with- 
drawal time from ten to nine 
weeks because students tend ' 
to use withdrawal as an 
"escape hatch.". Doug 
Wesson    SGA   second ..vice- 
president reported 
The Faculty Senate :has 
stated that its 'purpose is not to 
"cut time off from students. " 
but that the purpose of 
dropping has become an 
"escape hatch" to,avoid an 
"P" grade. Wessen said. 
Members of the curriculum 
and instruction committee 
argue that a financially able 
student could continue to drop 
.classes when ui grade trouble 
aril.graduate on the "five or 
six year plan." Wessen said, 
adding that this could cause 
concern ..Itou! the fjualitv of 
.educatiomatand the value'of a 
degree from .IMI 
Also Tuesday, a motion was 
defeated that would have 
raised ticket prices for the 
upcoming Auto Auction. 
Christmas dance from $3-'per 
person and $5 per couple to $4 
and Sti respectivelv     • • .•. 
I ■   Batman and Robin Auto Repair    t 
'Th.e>S(iA has not given out 
a substantial, amount -of 
money t^ any organization 
this vear other than Logan s 
Run." said Bill Hardy. S(,A 
first vice-president, adding 
that the SGA is "not in the .       ■ 
i   foreign and Domestic cars* reasonable        J! 
^     rates on labor and parts. 'y 
LLocated on Re.II South.  Phone 434-1875    # 
business to make money " 
In other action, Bill. 
Johnson, • associate director 
of.'Student Affairs, was 
unanimously selected to 
continue as adviser to the 
SGA 
Pre-Thanksglving Sale 
Everything in StereJ/3 off... 
on dresses, pant suits, sleeks, sweaters. 
- 
..:..--H 
The Back Room 
features 1/2 off 
on 
sweaters 
and 
dresses 
*C- v 
.-'-' 
^- 
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Chuck Taiwan for mainland China? 
(Continued from Page 2) 
we do not embrace Peking,, 
they will turn instead to the 
Russians. 
Add a few cracks, as 
Kennedy did, on Taiwanese 
"martial law," and you have 
the standard* "realist" 
position, with a light human- 
rights touch. 
On closer examination, the 
"realist" position turns out to 
be blatantly unrealistic. It 
will immediately be seen how 
much more concrete the goals 
of the Red Chinese are. 
Their economy is Nean- 
derthal and their military 
position is deteriorating; and 
so long as Taiwan remains 
free, it stands as an em- 
barrassing testimony to both 
facts. 
Economically, the 
mainland has little to offer 
besides tung oil and hog 
bristles, their current leading 
exports. Militarily, the 
Communists are both weak 
and erratic; and even if they 
were not, there is no reason to 
suspect that they would be 
anxious to work with us. 
The Chinese "don't par- 
* ticularly like foreigners, " 
John Fairbank. a Harvard 
Sinologist, observed in a 
recent burst of sense. "And I 
think they're capable of great 
ruthiessness when you least 
expect it," he said. 
The turn-to-Russia argu- 
ment is equally flimsy; Sino- 
Soviet hostility is a matter of 
culture and geopolitics, not 
diplomatic fine-tuning. 
If the U.S. were to follow 
Kennedy's plan of action we 
would abandon a 28-year-old 
friendship with a stable, in- 
dustrious and loyal ally. 
Kennedy, of course, would 
have us "make clear our 
opposition to use of force 
against Taiwan." But the 
senator went on to say that we 
should not "try to extract an 
explicit renunciation of force 
from Peking." 
Everything gets pulled out, 
in other words, except the 
rhetoric. 
The geopolitical facts of life 
in the Soviet-American- 
Chinese triangle require ef- 
forts to improve relations with 
Peking. But there are many 
ways to do this short of 
abandoning 14 million 
Taiwanese. 
That is, the U.S. does not 
necessarily have to insist that 
the two Chinas recognize 
each other, but it should insist 
that Peking accept our 
recognition, if it wants it badly 
enough, on our terms-not 
theirs. 
Ininger story 
in 'Who's Who' 
The biography of Helen 
Ininger, associate professor of 
music, will appear in the 16th 
edition of "Who's Who in the 
South and Southwest." Her 
biography has also been 
selected to appear in the 1977 
edition of "The World Who's 
Who of Women in Education." 
In 
Bonnie and Clyde 
<, 
November 18th Friday Night 
ONE SHOW OHW AT 9:00   ,7$ 
Scoured by THEM CHI Wu* 
Different 
Strokes for 
Different Folks 
There's a unique Hallmark pen for each unique 
person on your Christmas shopping list. Select 
from our beautiful, precision gift sets made of 
exotic woods or precious metal. 
• Chrome Pen 
• Soft Tip Chrome Pen 
• Exotic Wood Pen 
(Teak, Tulipwood, Cordia, Walnut, 
Rosewood, Wenge) 
• Soft Tip Exotic Wood Pen 
(Available only in Rosewood, Cordia 
and Walnut) 
Lloyd's Hallmark 
downtown Harrison burg 
AAon-Fri 9:00 to 9:(XP 
Sat 9:00 to 5:00 
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'Team faith' powers Duchesses 
'Togetherness9 a major factor in Regional victory 
By SARAH STKADKK 
Total team effort, faith in 
each other and the ability to 
withstand pressure were the 
critical factors in James 
Madison University's cap- 
turing the Southeast Region 
Field Hockey championship 
last weekend, according to 
coach Leotus Morrison. 
"Our secret throughout the 
season has been we don't 
bank on one or two players," 
said Morrison. "We have built 
a total team. Each player 
feels it is her responsibility to 
give IW) percent on the field. 
"They faced a lot of 
pressure last weekend. They 
couldn't let down for a 
minute," she continued. "We 
have six seniors who realized 
a loss would mean their last 
game. There was the pressure 
of wanting to go to nationals, 
and the pressure exerted by 
the opposing team. But the 
most pressure was put on the 
team by themselves. They 
wanted to win badly." 
A good draw for the 
Duchesses in the tournament 
Sport8 Analysis: 
was another factor in their 
favor, added assistant coach 
Janet Luce 
JMU played University of 
Kentucky in the first round. 
The 6-0 victory gave the 
Duchesses confidence for the 
tougher matches ahead, 
according to Luce. 
"We were not at our best 
against Kentucky," said 
sweeper Kate Tunnel I. "We 
needed the first game to get 
into the tournament and 
relax." 
North Carolina in the 
second round gave JMU more 
competition and a chance to 
play fast hockey with an 
experienced team. 
Although the Duchesses' 
attack was stronger in the 
first half, two goals by Dalynn 
Patrick and 10 saves by Holly 
Woolard gave JMU the 2-0 
win. 
The true test for the 
Duchesses came in the 
cnampionship game against 
William and Mary. W & M was 
ranked number one in the 
Southeast and had beaten 
Madison 5-2  in   the  second 
4
 77: The year that wasn 9t 
By BOB MORGAN. 
It was going to be their 
biggest year yet. 
That's how James Madison 
University football fans, 
coaches and players viewed 
the 1977 season just four 
months ago. 
After becoming one of the 
top small-college football 
teams in Virginia, the Dukes 
were ready to be heard from. 
Almost overnight Madison 
had emerged from a former 
girls school to the state's 
most-winning collegiate in- 
stitution and football was a 
leader. 
The first three years in- 
cluded an undefeated season, 
a near-miss at the NCAA 
playoffs and national ex- 
posure on ABC-TV. All this 
was from a program just 
entering its fourth year of 
existence. 
Vou could sense an abun- 
dance of optimisism flowing 
from the school, almost ex- 
pecting to here coaches say, 
Sports Analysis: 
"today was so good I just can't 
wait until tomorrow." 
"Tomorrow" was going to 
be the 1977 season. James 
Madison was, as All-America 
defensive guard Woody 
Bergeria said, "going to do it 
all." 
Instead, the 1977 season 
came falling down bit by bit on 
the Dukes until they were 
finally buried by it all with a 5- 
5 season that wasn't even in 
the same ballpark as the 
preseason expectations. 
The Dukes comedown 
started slowly, even before 
last year's season had ended. 
It was just a trickle back then, 
but by last weekend when a 
disasterous 59-20 loss closed 
out the worst season in the 
school's short history, it was 
gushing like swollen river. 
What happened to bring on 
the torrent? 
No one really knows, but the/ 
majority of the players  — 
especially the seniors — point 
(Continued on Page 2») 
round of the tournament in 
1976. 
"William and Mary plays 
more of our type of hockey 
than the other teams in the 
tournament," said Morrison. 
"It was an equally matched 
game with the majority of 
play taking place between the 
two 25-yard lines. 
"The pressure became 
heaviest at the beginning of 
the second half when we were 
down 0-1," said Erin 
Marovelli who has 16 goals for 
the season. 
"We let down for the first 
five to ten minutes of the 
second half, but we calmed 
down and pulled together. 
Then we put the pressure on 
William and Mary," com- 
mented Tunnell. 
Patrick's goal to tie the 
game with eight remaining 
minutes put the teams into 
overtime. 
"Opportunities did not go 
our way." said Morrison."We 
had two goals called back 
which were discouraging. 
However, it didn't get them 
down. They went into a series 
of overtime penalty strokes 
with confidence despite the 
fact we had never played that 
type of overtime and William 
and Mary had." 
The first overtime period 
produced no results for either 
team. 
Julie Hull hit the winning 
goal in sudden death over- 
time: the goal which sent 
JMU to Denver, Col. for 
national competition. 
In past years, two teams 
from the region have played 
in the National Tournament, 
however the Southeast was 
cut to one this  season. 
In preparation for 
nationals, Morrison said the 
team will practice on the 
astroturf, concentrating on 
isolated game situations. 
Special attention will be given 
to individual weak, points, 
penalty strokes, increasing 
scoring, defensive skills, and 
maintaining endurance. 
The Duchesses have the 
weekend off to "spend an 
early Thanksgiving with their 
families." However, they 
must return early Sunday for 
a scrimmage on the turf with 
a team made up of top players 
from various parts of the 
Southeast. 
UK.II STOKING FORWARD Krin Marovelli eyes the ball as a 
teammate clears it out during this week's preparation for the 
AIAW-L'SFIIA National Tournament to be held in Denver, Col. 
over Thanksgiving vacation. Pholo „, Milk Thon,p50n 
JMU to host tourney 
Bv BON IIARTLAUB 
After a second place finish 
in the state championships, 
the women's volleyball team 
will host the Association for 
Intercollegiate Athletics for 
Women (AIAWi Region II 
volleyball championships this 
weekend at Godwin Hall. 
The Duchesses will com- 
pete in the large college 
division against South 
Carolina, North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, Morehead State, 
Tennessee, Northern Ken- 
tucky. Virginia Com- 
monwealth and North 
Carolina State. 
The small college division 
features two Virginia schools 
also: state champion George 
Mason and Eastern Men- 
nonite 
Each division will be 
divided into two groups of four 
teams each, competing • in 
round robin play. 
The top two finishers from 
each group will advance to a 
double-elimination      playoff. 
James Madison University 
coach Pat Sargeant feels her 
team should not be in- 
timidated by the level of 
competition. 
"We're not overclassed by 
any means." she said. 
"They'll (JMU) most likely 
play the best volleyball they 
ever played." 
In order for JMU to win the 
title, Sargeant feels her team 
will have to play more con- 
sistently. 
She planned to work hard 
on servereceiving and of- 
fensive hitting in practice this 
week to prepare the team. 
JMU's first game is at 9 
a.m. this morning. Admission 
is $1.25 for students and $2.00 
for adults. 
Field hockey program emphasizes future 
- 
By KKN TKRRKI.I 
The success of this year's field hockey team has 
put coaches. Dr Leotus Morrison and Janet Luce, in 
an odd   position 
With their squad advancing to the A1AW-NAGWS 
National Championships sporting a 16-1-3 record, the 
two coaches find themselves insisting their concept of 
success, indeed the philosophy of their entire 
program, has little to do with won-loss records. 
"It's not that we don't want to win." Morrison 
stressed, "but our philosophy is based on building 
knowledge and skill in field hockey and our success 
is measured by the number of our players who 
continue in the sport after graduation." 
Most college coaches   have  expressed similar 
sentiments   in   passing moments   of   idealism. 
However.,   the   organization   of    the    Duchesses' 
program arid JMU Vihvolvement in promoting field 
hockey on a national and international level bears out 
Morrison's statement. 
Certainly, players at JMU gain a broad un 
derstanding of the game, sometimes at the expense of 
team strength In an age of specialization, most 
college teams eye high school stars with a particular 
position in mind. Prep players starting out here 
however, are deliberately moved from their usual 
positions and are given some experience on both 
attack and defense 
According to Morrison there is a "conscious 
decision not to play one person in one position-we 
want the players to have confidence in different 
positions." Coasequently. Luce added, "injuries 
are much less serious" in their affect on team per- 
formance. 
,i/Khe,Duchesses' flexibilitjr.payed^pff„-tbjs season, 
with a versatile scoring attack.    Although Dalynn 
Patrick is the clear scoring leader with 24 goals, nine 
of the team's thirteen varsity players have scored 
this season, unlike most teams which rely on two or 
three players for their points. 
Such a varied attack makes it difficult for op- 
ponents lo key on certain players "We've had vic- 
tories where our point leaders didn't score a goal." 
Morrison said 
In I heir attempts to provide players with a 
maximum amount of game experience. Morrison and 
Luce field not only varsity and junior varsity teams, 
hut also a freshman team, perhaps the only such 
arrangement in the country, according to Luce. 
Of course, the existence of a freshmen team 
depletes the talent pool, resulting in poorer won loss 
records for the .IV     Nevertheless, the long range 
(Continued on Pa lie 251 
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Viewing volleyball Regionah can be confusing 
Region II Tournament starts today 
By RON IIARTLAUB 
A limited number of spectators 
especially here in the east, know the 
rules and the strategies of aower 
volleyball. A 
With the women's volleyball 
Regional II championships held here 
this weekend, it is fitting that one 
should know the basics on how to 
watch a volleyball match. 
A standard volleyball court is 59 
feet long and 29 feet wide, divided by a 
net in the center. The top of the net is 
7-foot-4-inches off the floor, 3-feet- 
3 mcnes-wide, and 32 inches long. 
To watch power volleyball, you 
first must understand some rules and 
terminology. 
A bump is a type of underhand pass 
played off of the players' forearms. 
Scooping or lifting the ball is illegal 
according to the NAGWS (National 
Association for Girls and Women in 
Sport) rulebook. The contact must be 
brief and instantaneous. Bumps are 
usually used for returning serves and 
hard hit balls. 
A set is a two-handed overhead 
pass done by playing the ball off of the 
fingertips. The ball must be played 
off of both hands simultaneously to be 
legal, and cannot be pushed or 
carried. Sets are made to another 
player on the same team. 
A spike is usually a hard-hit of- 
fensive shot from above the height of 
the net. Spikes are played oft the 
palm of the hand, with power from the 
wrist and the shoulder. Off-speed 
spikes can also be effective at times. 
A dink is an offensive play made off 
the fingertips. It is a soft placement 
shot over the opposing Mockers. 
A player can contact the ball  off 
any part of the body above the waist 
The ball cannot hit more than one part 
of the player's body in succession--if 
so, it is a double-hit and illegal. 
A team is allowed three hits to 
return the ball to the other side. If a 
ball is hit off of a blocker, the 
receiving team gets three hits after 
the touch. 
A point can only be scored when a 
team  is serving.     A   side-out  is 
Intramural soccer: 
declared against the serving team if it 
fails to return the ball in-bounds or 
illegally plays the ball. The other 
team then gains control of the serve, 
and has the opportunity to score 
Games are played to 15 points and 
a team must win by at least two 
points. The team that wins two-out-of- 
tnree games is awarded the match 
In power volleyball, six players are 
on the floor at the samejtime. Three 
play in the front row and three play in 
the back. 
Many teams in power volleyball 
will shift the positions of their front or 
back row players. A coach does this 
shifting so a player will be ac- 
customed to playing the same position 
across the front and back rows. 
Players may move to any position 
on the court after the serve, but a 
back row player cannot hit a ball that 
is above the height of the net inside of 
ten feet from the net. 
A team must also rotate after a 
side-out. Each player must rotate one 
position clockwise before the ball is 
served by her team. 
One of the more confusing aspects 
of the game for a power volleyball 
spectator is the understanding of 
some team strategies. 
There are four basic power 
volleyball offenses. The 6-2 offense is 
run by JMU, and is probably the most 
common. 
In a 6-2 offense, there is a 
designated setter in the back row that 
sets up the spikers. When that player 
rotates to the front row, there is 
another player rotating to the back 
that takes over as the second setter. 
So in a 6-2 offense, all six players 
spike, and two of those set when they 
are in the back line. 
Other offenses include: 5-1, when 
one setter sets-from both the front and 
back rows; a 4-2, when two different 
setters set from the front row; and a 6- 
0, when everyone on the team sets and 
spikes. 
In receiving serves, a team often 
drops all six players back from the 
net. The setter is usually positioned 
behind  a   front   row  player,   now 
FRESHMAN SHARON BARR attempts to dink 
the ball over the opposing block. Li* Hummel 
(bottom) covers the play in case of a block. 
Photo by Wayne Partlow 
wanting to take the first hit. The 
setter then moves up to set the second 
hit to any of the three front row 
spikers. 
Another strategy employed by 
many teams is the use of sub- 
stitutions. 
_A coach can substitute a strong 
spiker for a setter across the front 
row and have the setter return after 
three rotations to play the back row. 
Coverage of spikes is another 
important aspect of the game. 
When the opposition is spiking, the 
defensive team will have two players 
across the front trying to block the hit 
The remaining four defenders all 
cover a certain spiking angle, or 
assist in dink coverage. 
Volleyball is catching on as a 
spectator sport in many places 
around the United States and the 
world. 
Starting today, some of the east's 
top women's teams will be par- 
ticipating in Godwin Hall. 
Ikenberry blanks TKE 3-0 
By WILLIAM SULLIVAN 
Second-ranked Ikenberry 
triumphed over TKE 3-0 
Sunday night Ikenberry 
shares the A.S.L. lead with 
Catholic Campus Ministry, 
(CCM), with three victories. 
The game was scoreless 
through most of the first half. 
Right striker John Talamo's 
kick sailed avove TKE 
goaltender Warren Muench 
for the first score. 
Ikenberry was more 
productive in the second half. 
Robert Puglisi's shot on a 
rebound gave the victors a 2-0 
lead. The final score quickly 
followed when Dave Naquin 
fired the ball toward the net. 
Left half Paul Maggi ran from 
the left side and booted it past 
Muench. 
Muench ccomplimented 
Maggi. "He was the best 
(goaltender) we've come 
against so far." During the 
game Muench was asked how 
many saves he had. "Too 
many." he replied. 
Third-ranked Catholic 
Ministry knocked Shorts out of 
The Breeze Top Five with a 1-0 
shutout. Prior to the game, 
Shorts captain Skip Dawson 
said the thirteen day layoff 
between games and the loss of 
Steve Early would hurt his 
team. 
Catholic Ministry lost a'goal' 
in the first half when Dave 
Sears' direct kick was 
nullified by an offsides 
violation. 
CCM scored on a corner 
kick by Steve O'Connor. 
Shorts goaltender DaleBottum 
leaped to stop the shot, but the 
ball went through his hands 
for the only tally. 
Breeze Top Five 
1. Gifford 
2. Ikenberry 
3. Ashby 
4. CCM 
5. Crispy Critters 
Shorts'record is 2-2. 
Crispy Critters move into 
the fifth slot this week after 
defeating White B 3-0 Monday 
night 'A' League leaders 
have four victories thus far. 
"We've got sound players at 
all positions," Critters' 
captain Dave Donnelly 
claimed. 
White B goaltender Dave 
Maloney vainly dived as 
Tracy Leary's shot rolled into 
the net. Donnelly describes 
the center-forward as an 
"exceptional" player. 
In the second half, left wing 
Barney Gerrity scored on a 
head ball for a 2-0 lead. 
Kit Brechtelsbauer scored 
in the closing minutes. "The 
fullback attacked me, and I 
got it by him," he explained 
Crispy Critters' entry into 
The Breeze Top Five is the 
only change this week, with 
Gifford No. l. Ikenberry No. 2, 
Ashby No. 3 and CCM No. 4. 
In other action, Logan Old 
Boys defeated US 3-0 The two 
B League teams share first 
place with 3-1 records. 
In the C League, Dead 
BouVs have stiffened their 
hold on first with four vic- 
tories. 
Wild Bunch entered 
Wednesday's game against 
Stormtroopers with a one 
game lead in D League. 
Grey, Barbe reach finals 
Bud Grey and Jim Barbe 
advanced to the men's in- 
tramural raquetball finals 
Tuesday night. 
Grey received a first round 
bye and defeated Bill Stock- 
well 21-3, 21-2, Mark Holbert, 
Ken Morris, khti Jfrh tngersoli 
triun ,<■•■ > «rT(J 
to reach the finals. 
Jim Barbe received a bye, 
two forfeits, and wins. over 
Barney Pierce 18-21, 21-16, 23- 
21, Joe Baden to make the 
finals. 
The finals were played 
Wednesday night   '     • 
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1977: The year that wasn't for JMU football 
•- 
(Continued from Page 18) 
toward the Dukes ineligibility 
for post-season play as the- 
most undermining factor. 
When the team opened 
preseason drills in August, 
they were told on the first day 
of practice that they were 
ineligible for post-season play. 
The ineligibility wasn't 
from a rule infraction. Instead 
the team was caught between 
NCAA divisional guidelines 
that essentially said if a team 
dropped from a higher 
division to a lower, it must go 
through . a two-year grace 
period before being eligible 
for post-season play. In 1975, 
the team dropped from 
Division II to Division III. 
"It was downer that we 
never really got over," 
defensive back Terry Han- 
srote said. "The playoffs were 
the motivation that we 
needed. It was the goal that 
everyone was looking for. 
Then wham, the first night in 
camp and its gone... we 
never got the intensity back." 
One thing that bothered 
most involved was the han- 
dling of the ineligibility by the 
athletic administration. 
Athletic director Dean Ehlers 
and head football coach 
Challace McMillin both knew 
of the Dukes probability of 
being ineligible in November 
of 1976. 
"Why didn't they tell us 
then?" Hansrote said. Why 
didn't they tell anyone until 
over eight months later. 
The school's answer was 
that the players deserved to 
know first. 
Fine, but why wait eight 
months. 
Several players, Hansrote 
among them, stayed in the 
Harrisonburg area to workout 
over the summer. 
"The coaches knew we were 
working out all summer and 
really looking toward making 
the playoffs," Hansrote ad- 
ded. "They knew our goal was 
the playoffs and they let us 
work for that goal all summer 
for that goal even though they 
knew it was impossible." 
McMillin agreed that the 
ineligibility caused some lack 
of intensity, but only just after 
the team found out. "Two 
weeks later I think we were 
over it," he said. 
Players disagreed. "It (the 
ineligibility) stuck with us," 
Bergeria, who had his best 
year ever, said. "It affected 
me all season. It made the 
whole thing hollow and the 
coaches couldn't come up with 
anything to replace the idea of 
a bowl bid because you can't 
replace it." 
With the playoffs gone, the 
Dukes set an undefeated 
season as a major team goal. 
"We thought we were 
capable of winning every 
game . . . we'd take mem one 
at a time, but I thought we 
could win them all," McMillin 
said. That goal was the next in 
a line of many which the 
Dukes came up short on. 
It was gone two games into 
the season on a 13-7 fourth- 
quarter loss to Towson State. 
That fourth quarter found 
the Dukes the victim of tur- 
novers and their own in- 
consistency. It wouldn't be the 
last time. 
The Dukes finest hour came 
one week later with a 17-14 win 
over then 9th ranked Hamp- 
den-Sydney. "We had a lot of 
potential this season and I 
think we realized a lot of it in 
that game," McMillin said. 
Unluckily, that realization 
was short-lived. 
The Dukes dropped  their 
next two straight game, 10-0 to 
Shepherd and 30-7 to Mars 
Hill. 
What was the problem that 
caused the Dukes to go from 
beating the team that is now 
ranked No. 4 and readying 
itself for an NCAA Division III 
playoff game that most 
thought would belong to 
Madison to falling under .500 
for the first time in its 
history? 
Inconsistency. 
McMillin admitted that it 
plagued the team all season — 
especially on offense. 
The Dukes failed to score 
several times after getting 
inside the 30-yard line. "Four- 
down territory" is what 
McMillin calls the area and 
most times, it was just that 
with few results. 
Defensively, the Dukes 
were a Jekyl & Hyde. On one 
occasion, they would 
dominate a game, forcing 
turnovers and playing what 
McMillin termed, "as well as 
a team is capable." 
On others, they were slow 
and failed to react. "We just 
had breakdowns that should 
not occur," he said. 
With a 2-3 record and five 
games left, the goal became a 
7-3 season. "We wanted to 
have the second best record in 
the school's history," 
Bergeria said. "It would have 
been something." 
Something lasted for three 
weeks. The Dukes came alive 
midway through the second 
quarter of the sixth game. 
Trailing Salisbury State 27-6, 
the Dukes blitzed for 82 
unanswered points in three 
game. 
They routed Salisbury, 42- 
27; Frostburg, 18-0; and 
Randolph-Macon, 28-0. 
They were all wins and even 
though winning isn't 
everything, it does help cover 
the little mistakes. The Dukes 
were 5-3 and apparently 
rolling. They chances of that 
second-best record looked 
good. 
But looks can be deceiving. 
The Dukes were shutout on 
a sloppy field by Guilford, 16- 
0. 
Was it a lack of motivation? 
Probably not. 
McMillin and his staff spend 
a great deal of time in getting 
the team "up" for the game. 
"I believe that real 
motivation comes from the 
man himself," McMillin said. 
"But we also do a lot with this 
on a team basis. 
"In the Guilford game, our 
kids were up . . . they wanted 
to play. We kicked off and held 
them down deep and then we 
loose the field position with a 
fumble. But we came back 
down and just barely missed a 
pass that could have gone for 
a touchdown. If it had, there's 
no telling what the outcome 
could have been..." 
"It went on like that and 
they (Guilford) started 
believing they could win and 
our frustrations stared 
building up," McMillin said. 
Frustrations that caused 
some players to doubt the 
offense and eventually the 
coaches. 
"It just gets old being on the 
field so long and then coming 
off only to go back four plays 
later," Bergeria said. "I don't 
want to critize, but it gets 
tough. The concentration 
slips. So does the motivation 
and it can cause you to wonder 
it it's all worth it." 
Most of the players felt the 
motivajtion was there — until 
the final game of the season. 
"I really didn't care by that 
time," one played who asked 
not to be named said. "I just 
couldn't agree with so many 
things that I was only going 
through the motions. 
Those motions were the 59- 
20 loss to Shippensburg. Not 
quite the finale that everyone 
was looking for just three 
months ago. 
But the season wasn't as 
bad as some think. When your 
worst is a .500 season, you 
know you've done something 
right in the past. 
"Our early success has 
spoiled some people," Mc- 
Millin said. "As long as you're 
winning everything is okay, 
but when you lose a few, well, 
people tend to forget." 
Does McMillin offer ex- 
cuses? It just depends on how 
you define the word. He says 
No, but by his explanations 
it's hard to distinguish a 
difference. 
"We had a tougher 
schedule," he said. Yes, the 
Dukes lost to both new op- 
ponents, but they also droppd 
three games to teams they 
have previously beaten. 
And if that is the case, why 
schedule the likes of Division I 
William & Mary and Division 
II power Dayton. 
"Why say you want to be the 
best Division III team in the 
nation and then go out and 
schedule Division I and II 
schools," Bergeria said. "It 
creates more bad situations 
than good ones." 
"Inexperience hurt," he 
noted. Yes, the Dukes had to 
replace several key starters. 
On defense, Mike Battle and 
Skip Young were more than 
adequate at linebacker. On 
(Continued on Page 24)^ 
/ 9th Holt 
ByBOBGRIMESEY 
It's a good thing for James Madison University 
football coach Challace McMillin his football team is 
not at the Division I level and within earshot of any 
major media center. 
If the team were classified Division I, with a 
powerful alumni and accompanying heartless press 
corps, there would be little tolerance for McMillin's 
running count of season records that have 
degenerated from 9-0-1 to 7-4 to 5-5 since 1975. 
Instead, McMillin is surrounded by small 
contributors who accept the Dukes' ups and downs 
with the slightest chagrin, and a press corps that 
lacks the grit to come right out and "tell it like it is." 
Following losses, the coach is able to answer 
reporters' questions with such "well-thought-of" 
answers as "I don't know," "I really can't say," "We 
just made crucial mistakes," and "I'll have to wait 
and see the films." 
He also may make the same coaching errors week 
after week and fear little reprisal from a powerful 
alumni association. 
Such conduct on the part of Virginia Tech's Jimmy 
Sharpe or the University of Maryland's Jerry 
Claiborne could mean job-suicide. 
Of course the progression of Madison's football 
program in its first two years of varsity competition 
was phenomenal. 
The Dukes were not even given a chance to win two 
games in 1974 — they won six. And who could dispute 
the quality of the program after the 1975 team 
finished 9-0-1? 
But most JMU students have forgotten how football 
struggled in its junior varsity stage and expect more 
than boasts as to how far the program has 
progressed. 
Coach McMillin: 6a lucky man9 
Today's students care about today. 
And today's students are tomorrow's alumni. 
Alumni who may like to contribute to their alma 
mater's athletic program.   - 
As contributors, they will become investors who 
wish to see their contributions put to good work. 
Should a coach fail to show reasonable progress with 
their investment, they have the right to suggest a 
replacement. 
And in the case of major college football, the 
alumni have little compassion. 
McMillin is also fortunate to be dealing with a 
small, docile press. 
Even at the biggest JMU games, McMillin faces a 
group consisting of perhaps the number-three or -four 
sportswriters for the Richmond Times-Dispatch and 
Roanoke World-Times. 
For the most part, he need only deal with the sports 
editors of the Daily News-Record and Breeze (both of 
whom are presently enrolled at JMU), and maybe 
someone from a local radio station. 
A press corps consisting of seasoned reporters 
from the Times-Dispatch, World-Times and any of 
the Washington papers would blast McMillin for a 
number of his bad habits. 
Among McMillin's bad habits writers such as Dave 
Kindred, Ken Dentlinger and Bill Brill might attack 
are: 
— JMU's continued emphasis on the run, despite 
having passers such as John Bowers and Stan Jones, 
and receivers like Ron Borders, Rich Hetherington 
and Bucky Knox. 
— JMU's billing of opponents such as Frostburg St. 
as "Just another one of the fine teams on our 
schedule this year," despite the Bobcats' three-year 
winless record. 
— JMU's habit of finding success on a particular 
play, and using that same play on six of the next ten 
attempts — even though the opposition has already 
figured what was going on and made the proper 
adjustments to stop it. 
— Punting on third down twice in one decade. 
— Answering questions about strategy with "We 
just did same thing we've done every week this 
season." Especially when the reporters pose the 
same questions to players and other coaches to 
receive satisfactory answers. 
The list could be shorter or longer depending on the 
writer. 
Either way JMU's coach is definitely a lucky man. 
When his fellow coaches at Virginia Tech, Virginia, 
Maryland or West Virginia lose, the press notes what 
is wrong and the alumni press for a change — first in 
strategy, then in personnel. 
When McMillin lost to Guilford College, with its 2-6 
record, he simply said, "... it was just one of those 
things that we would like to forget about," and 
everyone did—openly. 
Challace McMillin is an excellent football coach, 
but no one is above criticism. 
As it stands, who is to publicly criticize McMillin 
for any mistakes he may make as coach? 
Nobody. 
Without criticism JMU's coach can just make the 
same mistakes over and over, and never force 
himself to be creative. 
In this respect, McMillin has it made. 
But as the contributing alumni grows and as more 
"experiments" with Division I teams such as William 
k Mary take place, the coach's audience is destined 
to demand more. 
If that be the case, Challace McMillin may have to 
opt for a little more creativity and candor, and a little 
less luck. 
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Wrestling program aims for new 'foundation9 
By DENNIS SMITH 
Traditionally, wrestling at 
James Madison University 
has been equal to other non- 
scholarship programs. But, 
faced with major Division I 
wrestling teams, Madison has 
been lost in the shuffle ■ 
JMU may again be lost in 
the shuffle this year, but with 
13 freshmen playing im- 
portant roles on the team, 
head coach Jim Prince hopes 
to "start a foundation of a fine 
wrestling program." 
The key to this year's team 
is how quickly "the best fresh- 
men recruits ever" can 
progress, according to Prince. 
This situation is 
reminiscent of last year when 
the Dukes had another 
talented crop of   frtfchmen. 
The team is missing such 
experienced stars as Nick 
Poth, Bill Sullivan, Scott 
Holserler, and Artie Strunk. 
Of the returning lettermen, 
Dale Eaton (190 lb.) was the 
top performer. , Eaton 
qualified for the NCAA 
Division I Eastern Regionals 
last season, but could not 
compete because of an injury. 
Other veterans are David 
Bechtelhiemer, Pepper 
Martin, Rick Uber, David 
Havens, Mark Elander, and 
Bill Boyne. They should help 
provide some much-needed 
experience for the team. 
Prince would not set his 
goals too high for the team. 
But, he believes staying close 
in every match and getting the 
freshmen   to  progress   as 
SENIOR DALE EATON goes through bridge-up exercises with 
the rest of the JMU wrestling team as the Dukes prepare for the 
1977-78 season. Eaton will wrestle in the 190 class for JMU. 
Photo by Mark Thompson 
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FrandirViw. Cob Slow 
HuthPuDOMW 
SCOTT   BRESL1N   RIDES      Bobby   Pfiefer 
during Wednesday's 155-pound challenge 
match as JMU's wrestlers  prepare 
upcoming season. 
quickly as possible should be 
the main objectives for the 
season. 
There are some "good" 
battles for top position on the 
team. However, some weight 
classes lack depth, according 
to assistant coach Richard 
Besnier. 
In the 118-pound class, 
freshman Dennis Herndon 
will be called on to fill the top 
spot, because of an injury to 
returning letterman Rick 
Uber. 
Junior Rick Ebersole is 
vying for the top position in 
the 126-pound class with two- 
year letterman Pepper 
Martin. 
In the 134-pound class, 
freshman Woody Lawman 
seems in a commanding 
position. Another freshman, 
Bret Dunlap, is also com- 
peting in the class. 
Returning letterma Bill 
Boyne is in close competition 
for the 142-pound position with 
freshma Chris Duresky and 
Steve Dannenburg. 
The 150-pound class is a 
four-way tussle between 
sophomore Scott Breslin, 
freshman Bobby Pfeifer, 
Boyne, and Duresky. 
Junior David 
Bechtelheimer is currently 
ahead of the field in the 158- 
pound class. Others com- 
peting for the spot are fresh- 
men Thomas Gott, Benjamin 
Hatch, and Bob Pfeifer. 
Freshman Scott Utegaard 
is excepted to be the starting 
wrestler in the 167-pound 
class. He will also wrestle in 
the 158-pound class. 
Vying for the 167-pound 
class are sophomore Larry 
King, junior Mark Elander, 
and junior Kelly Sharpes. 
Photo by Mark Thompson 
In the 177-pound class, 
freshman Jim Jones will 
compete with Elander and 
sophomore David Havens for 
the top spot. Jones is also a 
linebacker on the varsity 
football team. 
Eaton is the only wrestler 
in the 190-pound class and 
freshman John Kubesh, a 
tackle on the football team, is 
the only heaveyweight 
wrestler so far. Next 
semester, returning let- 
terman Sonny Salmons will be 
eligible to compete in the 
weight-class. 
The team took part in the 
Monarch Open Tournament 
last Friday and Saturday. 
This week the team will travel 
to the Millersville State Belles 
Open in Millersville, Pa., for 
the final preseason warm-up. 
The team's first official match 
is against Virginia Com- 
monwealth University in 
Richmond, November 28. 
Increase jour 
opt ions from the 
beginning. As a freshman in college, you are looking ahead to a good first year. Your ultimate goal is getting that col- 
lege degree. 
To make that degree more 
rneaningful, you shouldincrease your 
options from the beginning. 
And you can do that through 
Army ROTC. 
Army ROTC offers practical 
leadership with on-hand adventure 
training. You'll get management 
experience, which aids in developing 
men and women to shoulder greater 
responsibilities at an earlier age than 
most other graduates. 
- You can be part of this excit- 
ing curriculum in the first two years. 
And there's no obligation. Youll earn 
$100 a month for 10 months each of 
"'ArmyROTC. 
Learn what it takes to lead. 
m 
the last two years in Army ROTC. 
Upon graduation youll be 
wearing the gold bars of an Army 
officer. With the kind of experience 
you get in Army ROTC, you're qual- 
lnedfor any career, whether k's mil- 
itary or civilian. Army ROTC provides 
for both—active duty statvs with a 
starting salary of over $11300 or 
reserve status (Active Duty for Train- 
ing) while employed in the civilian 
community. 
Get a good start your freshman 
ear. Increase your options from the 
inning with Army ROTC. 
Call: 433-6264, or Mop by to tee ui 
in Room 335, Godwin Hall 
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Competitive nature keys field hockey goalie 
By JOHN DAVIS 
Concentration, 
aggressiveness, confidence, 
and hard work are the' 
necessary qualities for a field' 
hockey goalie, according to 
Holly Woolard. Woolard 
should know, she plays the 
position for James Madison 
University's national 
championship contending 
team. 
Woolard, who has allowed 
- only 23 goals in twenty games 
and has five shutouts and 105 
saves, holds  to a     simple 
philosophy. 
i try to get to the ball 
before they take a shot," she 
said, "It's iust too dangerous 
to wait and let them shoot. I 
anticipate, but I never leave 
the net if I don't know I can get 
the ball." 
M300K 
THE BREEZE 
PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST 
__ MlB  
1    Ml entries mill include name, address and 
telephone number. 
1   Ml entries must be no smaller than S" it 7" and 
no larger than It" x 14" 
3    Ml entries matt be hand delivered to The Breeze 
before Ho*. 2S. They may be collected after Pee. 12. 
4. Eaeb contestant it limited la five entries. 
5. Eaeh contestant matt  be a JNU student 
or faculty member. 
6. Professional photographer!, JMU photographers 
and persons affiliated tfHh The Breeze are 
ineligible for entry. 
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Woolard attributes much of 
her success to offensive- 
minded teammates for their 
ball control. But when the ball 
is on her end of the field, 
Woolard credits longtime 
teammate Kate Tunnel, the 
fullback, with having helped 
her make a lot of saves. 
"We  know   each   others' 
moves so well that we've got it 
"(defending the goal) down to a 
science      almost,"      said 
Woolard. 
Woolard, from Newport 
News, played center-forward 
in high school, but had no 
intention of playing field 
hockey in college. "I got 
talked into playing by a 
friend, Leatha Alcamo, who 
plays wing. But everybody 
here was so good that when I 
saw that the freshman team 
had no goalie, I went for it." 
forwards are gonna' make 
good shots that can't always 
Be stopped. I've only let one 
goal in all season that I felt I 
really should have saved." 
As any goalie will say, one 
must be able to play with pain. 
So far this season Woolard 
has played with jammed 
fingers, bruised feet and 
ankles, and hyperextented 
knees. 
"I just try not to think 
about injuries," said Woolard. 
"When two people are so 
intent on getting the ball, they 
are going to run into each 
other, and somebody is going 
to get hurt. I guess I've hurt 
about five players this year." 
The goalie on a field hockey 
team is responsible for call- 
ing defensive signals, and 
Woolard seizes the op- 
portunity to play cheerleader 
on the field. 
Woolard: 'Hockey requires 
a high arousal level.. 
After her freshman year, 
Woolard played two seasons 
on the J.V. team before finally 
starting on the varsity in this, 
her senior year. 
Two summer camps spent 
under the tuteajege of Pauline 
Gibbon, goalie Tor the 1975 
world champions in England, 
helped improve her technique. 
"She (Gibbon) was the most 
influential factor in my 
development," said Woolard 
Concentration is vital for a 
good goalie, says Woolard, but 
she doesn't believe in 
reaching such a high level of 
intensity during games that 
she gets frustrated when 
scored upon. 
"You have to realize that 
with the kind of competition 
we   play,"   she  says,   "the 
Precision Cuts 
|and Body Perm; 
for the curly 
look! 
Coiffures 
Lorren 
jA REDKIN Saloi 
434-7375 
f W. Elizabetl 
"Hockey requires a high 
arousal level, and I just yell 
the whole game," she said. 
To Woolard, JMU's 
cohesiveness is a big part of 
success. 
"I have confidence in my 
teammates and they have 
confidence in me," she said," 
and that's what makes it all so 
much fun. I love it." 
As for pregame jitters, with 
Woolard they are almost 
nonexistent. "I don't get 
nervous anymore. If I think 
I'm getting nervous, I talk 
myself out of it," she says. "I 
really just exited the idea that 
we're playing the best. I'm 
quite competitive." 
At the national cham- 
pionships she will have to be 
competitive. 
CANDLES 
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There ain h no substitute for experience' 
By LINDA CHAMBLEE 
Dr. Leotus Morrison's only ambition was to 
become an excellent teacher. 
But after 23 years in her profession. James 
Madison University's Associate Women's 
Athletic Director has exceeded her goal and is 
now recognized as one of the nation's most 
prominent athletic administrators. 
Not only does she co-ordinate the women s 
athletic program and coach field hockey here, 
but she also travels extensively to fulfill her 
duties as an office holder in national athletic 
organizations. 
A three-week trip taken by Morrison and 
four other Americans to West Germany 
recently was a primary example. The group 
attended the first sports tour offered through 
the guest program, a West German govern- 
ment sponsored program for groups with a 
common interest. 
Other members of the group included the 
President of the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association, the president of the National 
Association for Intercollegiate Athletics, a 
professor from the University of California 
(Berkeley) who works with the listing of 
national and international sports events, and 
the executive director of the American Youth 
Soccer League. 
The group visited sports establishments, 
such as the Munich Olympic village and 
Berlin (site of the 1936 Olympics), in addition 
to numerous cultural events,  said Morrison. 
The West German government wants 
"people to understand their way of life, their 
sports establishment," she said. 
In West Germany, clubs andprganizations 
constitute the base of amateur athletic 
training and "the government is much more 
highly involved in fielding national and in- 
ternational teams, financially and otherwise," 
said Morrison. 
"The U.S. is unique because of the schools' 
and colleges' degree of influence." she 
said."Thebase of U.S. training is in schools." 
"What we need is a total, on-going 
program to give athletes a chance to develop. 
Blacks and women have not had the same 
opportunities as the white upper class," she 
said. 
The U.S. needs a long-range plan, Morrison 
believes regardless of financial background, to 
give youngsters the opportunity to choose 
sports they might have success in early in life. 
In any event, Morrison's life-style has un- 
dergone a change. 
Ironically, when she was elected president 
of the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics 
for Women (AIAW) in 1974, Morrison said she 
"didn't like to travel," but that now she enjoys 
it. 
But after three years as AIAW president, 
Morrison had settled down for an "interesting 
Dr. Leotus Morrison 
experience." Meanwhile the organization 
"grew by leaps and bounds." 
Although she has "never really sought" a 
national position, Morrison also served on the 
Board of Directors of the United States 
Olympic Committee (USOC), and was the first 
president of the Virginia Federation of In- 
tercollegiate Sports for Women from 1971-1974. 
In addition to being a coach and JMU's 
women's athletic director since 1961, Morrison 
is currently president-elect of the National 
Association for Girls and Women in Sport 
(NAGWS), represents the AIAW on the USOC 
House of Delegates and was appointed by the 
USOC to two additional committees. 
Morrison will also serve as president on the 
NAGWS executive board for three years, the 
first year as president-elect, the second as 
president and the third year as past-elect. 
The NAGWS, which started the AIAW. is a 
"professional association, predominantly 
composed of women, interested in sport for 
girls and women at all ages," Morrison said. 
In addition to other functions, the NAGWS 
trains officials, helps write rules, encourages 
the development of international rules for all 
sports and encourages new sports for women, 
such as team handball, and soccer, possibly 
offered here next year. 
As AIAW representative on  the  USOC 
House of Delegates, Morrison is active in the 
restructuring of the Olympic Committee and in 
trying to get separate representation for sport 
federations, such as NAGWS, to give them 
more power. 
The USOC appointed her to two additional 
positions. Morrison is a member of the In- 
ternational Relations Committee, which 
"helps with international projects, like 
providing coaches and leaders to developing 
countries," and she serves as a representative 
on the advisory group to the American Council 
on Education (ACE). 
ACE is an important commission, Morrison 
said, because it "is the most influential group 
dealing with higher education. They influence 
intercollegiate athletics a great deal." 
Presently, ACE concerns include "tightening 
of the money strings" and NCAA restruc- 
turing. 
"We have to find new ways of doing things, 
because the old ways are too expensive," 
Morrison said. 
In general, Morrison's aim in each position 
she occupies is to "influence some and educate 
some people. 
"Most people think fielding a team is such a 
simple  thing," she said. / 
"Sports is not pure. It's influenced by 
money, power and different people wanting 
their athlete's promoted. 
"I think we've got to have a broad base for 
the cream to filter to the top. We want to make 
sure they (U.S. athletes) have a fair chance at 
the national and international level, we don't 
really give them that," she said. 
For 17 years, Morrison has coached 
Madison's field hockey team, but her in- 
creased role in national organizations has 
"made it difficult" to continue coaching. 
Lacrosse coach Janet Luce and graduate 
assistant Linda Lerch have coached JMU's 
three teams during Morrison's absences. 
"Time is a factor," she said. "It is not so 
much the offices themselves, but the com- 
mittee assignments and meetings she must 
attend which occupy her time. 
One of the few athletic administrators who 
also coach, Morrison thinks it is important to 
get to know the girls and to know what is going 
on-by what is said in the locker room and on 
the trips to away games-as well as through 
formal methods. 
Asked if she will quit coaching, Morrison 
said, "I should, but I don't want to. If I'm not 
really involved, I'll have to do other things to 
keep the same knowledge. 
"I really miss the teaching," she said, 
adding her ambition was to be an excellent 
teacher and that she fulfills her desire to teach 
by working with young coaches. 
"There ain't no substitute for experience," 
she says. 
Looking at Morrison's record, who is to 
doubt her. 
JMU Scoreboard 
JMU Sports This Weekend 
Today 
Volleyball   —   AIAW   Region   II 
Tournament through Saturday, Home. 
Wrestling — Millersville State Belles 
Open through Saturday, Away. 
Men's Swimming  — Washington  t 
Lee, Home. 7:00 p.m. 
Saturday 
Soccer — ECAC  Southern  Division 
Tournament, Away. 
Sunday 
Soccer  —  ECAC  Southern  Division 
Tournament Championship, Away. 
Interceptions 
Hansrote 
Logan 
Battle 
Tuell 
Leonard 
Hutson 
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Young 
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Yds 
45 
20 
5S 
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TD 
0 
No. 
7 
3 
2 
2 
Punting 
Pnts   Blkd Yards Ave. 
63 3       2.242    35.6 
Kickoff Returns 
No.   Yds. 
8       150 
8 130 
9 115 
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18.8 
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12.8 
Logan 
Tuell 
Moore 
Punt Returns ' 
No.   Yds Ave. 
11      38 3.5 
6       20 3.3 
2       31 15.5 
Rec note 
There will be recreational 
'^adminton in Godwin gym 
Monday-Friday. 9-1T a.m., 
through Dec. 8. Faculty Rec 
Club. 11 a.m-12 noon. 
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Football Leaders 
Final 1977 Statistics 
Scoring 
Games TDs x-pt FG Pts 
1977 season closes out 
Bowers 
Hast 
Showker 
Robinson 
Walters 
7 
4 
0 
2 
9       2 
Rushing 
Games Yard! 
t 
10 
10 
6 
42 
24 
14 
12 
12 
Carries Ave. 
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10 
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12 
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1.8 
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26 
3.2 
Bowers 
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Pasaing 
Alt. Compl. Ave  Int. Yards 
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28 
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Borders 
Hetherington 
Knox 
Walters 
Hast 
66      46. 
14       50.0 
Receiving 
Catches 
18 
13 
11 
10 
• 
9 
0 
Yards 
23* 
152 
217 
11* 
125 
811 
185 
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(( ontintied from Page 20) 
offense, the Dukes never 
found a tailback. George 
Harris filled in at first, but 
was lost to injuries. None 
came close to the per- 
formances of Bernard Slayton 
and Ron Stith, who set all the 
school rushing records before 
graduating in 1976. 
"Injuries and bad breaks 
didn't help," he admitted. The 
Dukes lost starting quar- 
terback Stan Jonfes two games 
into the season. His offense 
was sorely missed, his 
leadership even more so. 
But bad breaks don't create 
score once all season in the 
first quarter. 
The season that could have 
been — 1977 - wasn't. The 
great expections of September 
turned into the disap- 
pointments of November. 
"I have to look at the 
positive side of things and I 
have a very strong feeling in 
what were doing," McMillin 
said after it was all over. "I 
feel that what we're doing is 
the right thing and I feel that 
we're in good shape." 
Good shape or not, at least 
the team is eligible for the 
playoffs next year — unless 
there's something they're not 
Valley Sports! 
Center, IncJ 
107 E. Water St. 
434-^580 
Complete Line of 
Sporting Equiptment 
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JMU field hockey team emphasizes the future 
(Continued from Page 18) 
"Players develop an esprit 
de corps on that freshmen 
team-even though they may 
be losing they're gaining 
valulable experience," 
Morrison noted. "The seniors 
on this year's varsity had a 
very strong sense of group," 
Luce commented. "That 
feeling began on their fresh- 
men team." 
The two coaches court 
losing records each season by 
testing all three teams against 
the strongest possible op- 
ponents. Next season, aside 
from in-state powers 
University  of  Virginia   and 
Indicative of the com- 
mitment to promote field 
hockey here, is the choice of 
JMU as one of six locations for 
developmental camps held 
nationwide last summer 
under the sponsorship of the 
U.S. Field Hockey Association 
and the United States Olympic 
Committee. 
The camps are aimed at 
building a contender for the 
1980 Olympics, the first year 
that women's field hockey will 
be an Olympic event. JMU 
was also the site of a week- 
long summer instructional 
camp, run by Morrison, Luce 
and a number of former 
Madison players, for 130 high 
school girls. 
Morrison said. 
Ironically, for coaches who 
refuse to define success in 
terms of winning percentage, 
a by-product of their program 
is the best record of any fall 
sport at JMU. With the "solid, 
well-rounded team" that 
Morrison and Luce have put 
together, the coaching duo 
sees the Duchesses main- 
taining their present high 
level of performance, if not 
improving it 
Unlike    most' coaches, 
Morrison and Luce appear 
undistrubed by the prospect of 
losing six seniors from this 
year's varsity. After all, 
according to the priorities of 
JMU's field hockey coaches, 
it's what the players do after 
they graduate that counts. 
iThe seniors on this year's varsity- 
had a strong sense of group' 
William and Mary, the varsity 
team will face Ohio State and 
Salisbury State, both teams 
with strong field hockey 
programs, and Loch Haven St. 
(Pa), "the number three 
team in the nation," ac- 
cording to Morrison. 
Last summer the team 
travelled as far as England to 
gain exposure to field hockey 
at its finest. In turn, the 
Duchesses played host to two 
British teams touring the U.S. 
this season. 
Although the JMU squad 
left England with a surprising 
overall winning record 
against traditionally more 
experienced teams, Morrison 
characteristically played 
down the competitive aspect 
of the trip. "We went to learn 
something about their way of 
life-and to see what can be 
done ith a ball when some 
of the best field hockey teams 
in the world are handling it." 
As a result of their en- 
thusiastic promotion of field 
hockey and their thorough 
training techniques in the 
sport, the coaches at JMU are 
rewarded with precisely the 
type of success they seek. 
The Duchesses regularly 
^ graduate players to the ranks 
of Regional Select All-Star 
teams. These teams, made up 
of top-level club players and 
some collegiate players, will 
hold their own national 
championships in conjunction 
with the AIAW championships 
in Denver. Morrison expects 
to find some alumnus among 
the competitors. 
There are also a number of 
former Madison players who 
are now coaching their own 
teams on the college and high 
school level. 
"One indication of our 
success is the large number of 
players that enroll at JMU on 
the advice of former players," 
FORWARD JULIE HULL drives on Clorinda 
Er mini during Tuesday's field hockey practice 
on the Astro-turf. The Duchesses have been 
preparing for the national championships on 
the 'turf to improve ball-control skills. 
Photo by Mark Thompion 
Equitation team finishes ninth 
The James Madison 
University equitation team 
placed ninth among 13 teams 
at the Southern Seminary 
Intercollegiate   Horse   Show 
last weekend. 
Southern Seminary won the 
show with 19 points and 
Virginia Intermont was 
runner-up with 18 points. The 
JMU riders compiled 8 points 
in the competition. 
Four JMU riders took fourth 
place finishes in the show. 
Senior Kathy Kelbaugh placed 
fourth in advanced walk-trot- 
canter, sophomore Mari 
Myers finished fourth in 
advanced walk-trot, and 
sophomore Lisa Vesper 
placed fourth in advanced 
walk-trot-canter. 
Sophomore Debbie Crist 
finished fifth in open 
horsemanship on the flat and 
Maria Grabowsky placed 
sixth in beginning walk-trot. 
Three JMU riders competed 
in the Hunter Trials co-hosted 
by Hollins College and the 
Rockbridge Hunt Club on 
Sunday. Kathy Kelbaugh 
turned in the Duchesses' top 
performance, finishing third 
in the green hunter class. 
JMU is idle until next 
weekend when the Duchesses 
travel to Charlottesville for 
the Barracks Horse Show. 
The University Square.      \ 
is stocked M of great Christmas gifts. J 
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Swim team begins 
drive to meet goals 
'76-'77 'record hard act to follow 
Bv   JOHN DAVIS 
Coach Charles Arnold of 
the James Madison Univer- 
sity swimming team has set 
three goals for the 1977-78 
season, and while none of 
them look easy, they all seem 
to be reasonable. 
First, Arnold would like to 
improve on last year's 11-3 
record. Arnold says he ex- 
pects to win "at least 12 
meets" this year but to im- 
prove on the 11-3 record, the 
Dukes would have to dominate 
an upgraded schedule. 
JMU will have meets 
against Richmond, las_t year's 
Virginia State Champions, the 
University of Delaware and 
Drexel, both described by 
Arnold as "really tough ." 
Second, Arnold wants the 
Dukes to move from last 
year's sixth-place finish in the 
Virginia State Swimming and 
Diving Championships to at 
least fifth place. To ac- 
complish this, JMU will have 
to outperform either Rich- 
mond, Virginia Tech, Virginia 
Commonwealth, William and 
Mary or Washington and Lee- 
all of whom finished ahead of 
the Dukes last year. 
Third. Arnold wants as 
many JMU records broken 
this year as possible. 
He thinks all eleven 
swimming events should have 
new labels in the JMU record 
book by season's end. Three 
/ / 
names which should be listed 
are Jack Brooks. Rick Sulzer. 
and Paul Weber. 
Brooks, a sophomore 
freestyler. has "super 
potential" according to Ar- 
nold, and will be counted on 
heavily. Sulzer, also a 
freestyler, as well as butterfly 
specialist, co-captains the 
team along with breaststroker 
Weber. 
Personnel losses from last 
year include "two key people" 
according to Arnold. 
John Duffy, who has held 
school records in the 50, 100, 
and 200-yard freestyle events 
has graduated, and JMU's 
best diver last year,' Steve 
Peduto, also is gone. 
The loss of Peduto makes it 
hard to be optimistic about the 
diving squad, but diver 
Michael West, one of four 
"pretty good freshmen" said 
Arnold, could be able to 
contribute early. 
Three other freshmen 
Arnold is high on are Peter 
Laiti, a breaststroker, and 
freestyler Chip Martin, who 
doubles in the backstroke, and 
freestyle sprinter Mike 
Evans. 
The Dukes, who have been 
training since the first week in 
September, have their first 
match scheduled for 
November 18th against in- 
state rival Washington and 
Lee. 
GET ALL THE TIRE YOUR MONEY CAN BUY! 
IF YOU DRIVE AN IMPORTED SPORTS CAR, 
CHECK OUR PRICES ON MICHEUN 'XAS' 
STEEL-BELTED RADIALS. 
»>•*# 
FRESHMAN   PETE   LAITI   practices   his    coach Charles Arnold is optimistic about as the 
specialty, the breaststroke, on a special weight    1977-78 season begins. 
machine. Laiti is one of three freshman JMU p»°t° »y wayne Partiow 
JAMES MADISON 
UNIVERSITY 
can (each YOU 
something jwi may never 
hare 
The subject 
is leadership. 
The course is 
Army ROTC. 
The entire 
curriculum is exciting, 
challenging and flex- 
ible. So flexible that, if 
qualified, you can enter 
at any time during 
your first two years on 
campus. 
Through prac- 
tical experience, you 
will learn how to lead. 
The acquired discipline 
of mind and spirit and 
ym 
under pres- 
sure are im- 
portant. The 
people who 
demonstrate 
these qualities are the 
people we want to be- 
come Army officers. 
Upon grad- 
uation, as a commis- 
sioned Army officer, 
you will not only have 
to manage people, but 
money and materials 
as well. To make more 
important planning de- 
cisions than most 
the ability to perform,^,   young executives. 
Learn what it takes to lead! 
QlH. 433-6264, or stop by 
TheWH^ABros. 
CPU BILLBOARD 
ANTHOLOGY 
W * 
HOWOV. - ALBUM 
IT  IS MY PLEASURE TO OFFER THE   ENTIRE    L.P.    RECORDED 
WORKS   OF   THE WRIGHT BROS. OVERLAND STAGE CO..     IN    A 
BEAUTIFUL    NEW    FOUR   RECORD   COLLECTORS   SET.    THE   42 
SONGS    INCLUDED    IN  THIS   COLLECTORS SET  PROVIDES 2-1/2 
HOURS OF LISTENING PLEASURE    THAT    SPANS THE ENTIRE 
CAREER OF THIS MUSIC ALLY MAGNIFICENT GROUP. 
BECAUSE THE WRIGHT BROS. OVER-LAND STAGE CO., 
ANTHOLOGY ALBUM HAS   BEEN    PRESSED    IN    A    LIMITED 
EDITION  IT WILL NOT BE  AVAILABLE   IN    STORES    ANYWHERE. 
THE   ANTHOLOGY    ALBUM    IS   EXCLUSIVELY BEING OFFERED 
AT $12.95 PER FOUR  RECORD SET ON A FIRST COME FIRST 
SERVED   MAIL   ORDER   BASIS,  UNTILTHE EDITION IS EXPENDED. 
ANTHOLOGY ALBUM 
SI JJII.CT MATTER MA"! BE R M I IN rENSE F( >R ( Hll OKI \ 
YOU ARE 
ONE DAY 
CLOSER 
TO THE END 
OF THE 
WORLD. 
r"*** 
KINDEST REGARDS 
RONALD PERRY, PRES. 
WRIGHT & PERRY 
RECORD CO.. INC. 
™E©MEN 
■.\F' •   ■   .-. 
GREGORY PECK LEEREMICK 
THE OMEN 
AHARVEY BERNHARD-MACE NEUFELP PR. i\< 1K.*\ 
LWIDVVARNER BILLIEWHITH.AW 
...  MACENBJFELD        HARVEY BERNHARP 
MW» RICHARD DONNER •     . PAV1P SELTZER 
•, JERRY GOLDSMITH m 
HElTilCTEDo 
•    ■• • 
Saturday, Nov. 19 
Two Shows 
730& 930 
$1.00 ID 
t PLUS SPECIALiUflBMH TICKETS? 
ON SALE * 
at WCC Info. * 
Desk       J 
Sat. 12:00-4:00* 
Nov.lOth   * 
GUEST 
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 20 
GODWIN HALL 
8RM0 
•nr 
* *+**+++++*************+********■**¥■¥■**■***■** 
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For sale 
TYPIN6 SERVICE: R. Craig, 
433-1868, 50 cents per page. 
HOUSING CONTRACT FOR 
SALE: Call Tom, 4172, 10 
p.m.-i2 p.m., or drop a line, 
P.O. Box 1071. 
TOP BRAND NAME AUDIO 
EQUIPMENT: Rock bottom 
prices. Also, brand name 
calculators, C.B. radios, car 
stereos, blank recording tape 
and much more. Don't buy 
before you check my price. 
Call 433-9440 and ask for Mike. 
BACK ALLEY BIKES:   New 
bikes-Zebrakenko and 
Columbia. Repairs to all 
makes. 151 S. Main St. 434- 
9484.    Doug Lane, manager. 
MUST SACRIFICE: Dual 
1226 Automatic turntable. 
German made, % gram 
tracking force, M-93ED 
cartridge, pitch and anti- 
ska ting control. $75. Must sell 
before Thanksgiving. Contact 
Gerry at 5165. 
NEED TO SELL four campus 
housing contracts for spring 
semester 1978. Please call 
5314 or 5311 or contact Connie, 
P.O. Box 888. 
MUST SELL: One pair hiking 
boots. Worn once, too small, 
excellent condition. Vibram 
soles, size 4'2D. worth $50, 
asking $35. Negotiable. Call 
Terri, 5988. 
FOR HIRE: Can move heavy 
objects or make deliveries 
with my van. Write Steve, 
Box 2617, Campus Mail. 
HOUSE   FOR   SALE,   two 
bedrooms, 334 S. Dogwood, 
good neighborhood, easy 
access to JMU, call 1-778-2752 
after 5 p.m. or write Yancey, 
Box 4013. 
For rent 
SCUBA DIVING 
DISCOUNTS: RENTALS 
Rack Shop, Blue Ridge Dive 
and Craft Shop. 1726 Allied 
St., Charlottesville. Hours 1-5 
Sat. & Sua ph. 804-293-6984. 
Wanted 
EXPERIENCED DENTAL 
ASSISTANT: From 4-5:30 
p.m. Mon-Thurs. Call 434-2872 
after 7 p.m. 
ROOMMATE    WANTED: 
Female to move into nice two 
bedroom apartment on High 
St. Mason Apartments, No. 
8. Completely panelled and 
wall-to-wall carpeted. Rent 
$95 a month plus electricity. 
Heat is not electric. If in- 
terested, call 434-7292 or 879- 
9114. 
ARE YOU A VETERAN? If 
so there's a great opportunity 
for you in the Virginia Army 
National Guard. You can pick 
up some extra money, gain 
rank and build up your 
retirement. All this for one 
weekend a month in the 
Guard. If you're a vet, find 
out about the benefits 
*■*- available in the most im- 
portant part-time job in 
America,; Today's Nat'l. 
Guard. 'Call' 434-6594 today. 
WANTED: One female 
(maybe two) to share four 
bedroom apartment with 
three (maybe two) others. 
Kitchen, living room, l«fc 
baths. Carpeted. $56.25 a 
month, plus utilities. Call 433- 
9416. 
WANTED: Used organic 
chemistry text book by 
Allinger and others, Worth 
Publishers, 2nd edition, 1976 
(for Chem. 235). Contact 
Debbie at 434-0578 or Box 3118. 
Personal 
ROWDYS: "It's ...time" to 
celebrate! Happy birthday, 
G.D.I.! Heavy on the Miller, 
Tequila, 151 and...! From the 
"Queen" of C annex. 
MUNCH    AND    SNAKE: 
H.A.E.M.D.: Too many beers 
on that F.T.X., Munch? P- 
on you, Snake. The L-shaped 
house on 704. 
TO THE FLOWER IN THE 
BREEZE: It will come soon. 
TRAPPER: Congratulations 
on number 20. One more year 
until Puberty, Finest Kind! 
Hawkeye, Ugly John, Bobby, 
Radar, Jorge, Skipper, Major 
Winchester. 
TRI-TERRY: How can I 
concentrate with you around? 
Sit behind me.   I. Fiance   "'' 
PAULA C:   What's wrong? 
Get youi butt in gear.   You 
have power to control your 
situation, so make things 
happen-venture out. 
BASHFUL: Oh, I'U pose for 
you again; even let you 
powder my nose. However, 
you're much too shy to see 
that spot!! Love, Bright 
Eyes. 
SOPHOMORES interested in 
helping out their class are 
encouraged to join the 
sophomore class committee. 
All interested should contact 
the Student Government of- 
fice.  Phone 6376 or 6560. 
TO MY THREE MOTHERS 
IN THE LIBRARY: I'll be 
sure to take notes so I can tell 
you what happened. Well 
Protected. 
KE VIE-POO: Happy bir- 
thday, sweetheart!! Thanks 
for the great times, the "Oh, 
Kev's," and the sleepless 
nights! You'll always be 
special to me!! Your "Little 
Girl" 
MISS FAIRFAX: The party is 
over, but I'll double the price 
for another kiss. P.S. I'll start 
calling you Sue. Mike. 
LITTLE j.b.: Do you have any 
more cans of heads?. . .Then, 
gst some before supply is out. 
emember, head every day 
keeps the doctor away! 
JMU STUDENTS: Nuttsville 
is back in town! We have our 
sign back. A "Welcome Back 
Sign Party" is soon to come 
for all Nuttsville fans. The 
sign will be on display at our 
next party. Happy 
Halloween!! Nuttsville-Ho, 
Gus, Bones, Ecbert, Root and 
Tiny T. 
DEVON: I've thought over 
your offer and I accept. I've 
decided to go for it and I won't 
stop 'til I get it. Lonely. 
WASHINGTON POST 
NEWSPAPER   DELIVERY 
in the N-complex dormitories 
will stop for Thanksgiving 
break Tuesday, Nov. 22 and 
resume Tuesday, Nov. 29. 
JUDITH: Happy    An- 
niversity! It's been a fan- 
tastic eight months. 
Remember I love you and I'm 
looking forward to seeing you 
soon.   With one. 
T: You are the lucky one- 
with your exerciser, etc. You 
even kept the all-important 
pills!   What shall I do?   me 
EVERYONE. Who the hell 
cares?  No one. obviously. 
I DON'T WRITE, I must 
admit, but I'm up to my neck 
with all kinds of—(work). 
Love always, Lin. 
R.R. ROVER: There must be 
a better life somewhere.help 
a friendly penguin 
GEEK: Where is  it leading 
us?  The kinks   are rapidly 
losing their zip. a fellow 
geek 
RED ROBIN: I finally 
remembered, "Every day is a 
little life and our whole life is 
but a day repeated." Mike. 
HI HO: Hi Ho, hi ho, it's home 
from Duke we go. But if you 
lose your way, Chandler is 
easy to find. Temperatures 
are falling-warmth needed!!! 
The Lonely Leader. 
CHRISSY (IN THE BOOM 
BOOM ROOM): Never did I 
do no such thing as you said 
was done to you. Did I not call 
many and various things my 
funny finger, after calling "it" 
my funny finger? I have been 
having problems with my 
memory since my illness 
onset... Harold. 
HAPPY 4TH!?!?!! You're 
STILL the one, "Bonfire". 
Love. Snoopy. 
DUNE. No more presidential 
balls: Your term is over! And 
I will veto all proposals. The 
wine fermented. 
BEEN THERE: If I've been 
there, you know....if I have 
not. you don't. I don't need 
pity-merely help for this 
poor, warped mind, the kid 
MY LADY LUCK:    Thanks 
Need I say more?   "F" 
